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City of Alma
Michigan

February 25, 2020
6:00 p.m.
City Commission Meeting
Agenda

Mayor Mapes will ask City Commissioners for additions and deletions to the agenda. All Commissioners
will be given an opportunity to review late arriving supporting materials prior to roll call.
Roll Call
Pledge of Allegiance
Approval of the Minutes of the February 7, 2020 Leadership Planning Session and the February 11, 2020
regular meeting.
A. Petitions:
B. Communications:
C. Hearings:
1. Public hearing to review the Special Assessment District # for 2019 for the construction of sanitary
sewer leads on Hayes Avenue between approximately Marquette and Michigan Avenue in conjunction
the 2019 CIP Hayes Avenue Construction Project.
6:00 p.m.
D. Consent Agenda:
E. Request for Purchase:
1. Consideration of a resolution to approve a request for purchase in the amount of $33,416.36 to Jett
Pump & Valve LLC for 4 energy efficient Wilo 2.7hp 460v Mixers, approved in the FY2020 Capital
Outlay budget, to replace failing mixers at the Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Approve
F. Recommendation on Bids:
1. Consideration of a resolution to receive and award bids for the 2020 Bituminous Chip Seal Coat
Project.
The following bids were received February 19, 2020:
b

Bid
Security

Unit Price

Bid Amount

***Highway Maintenance & Construction Co.
12101 Wahrman St/PO Box 74411
Romulus, MI 48174

Yes

$3.55/S.Y.

$40,825.00

Pavement Maintenance Systems LLC
384 Industrial Drive
Imlay City, MI 48444-1348

Yes

$3.60/S.Y.

$41,400.00

Fahrner Asphalt Sealers, LLC
2224 Veterans Memorial Pkwy
Saginaw, MI 48601

Yes

$12.05/S.Y.

$135,575.00

Bidder

***Recommended Bidder

Approve
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G. Resolutions:
1. Consideration of a resolution authorizing the Hayes Avenue Sanitary Sewer Leads Project and
approving the Special Assessment Roll as present.
Approve
2. Consideration of a resolution approving the creation of a public employee health care fund and
establishment of a MERS Health Care Savings Program, in order to allow accumulation of funds to
provide for the funding of health benefits for retirees and beneficiaries.
Approve
3. Consideration of a resolution approving reclassification of a Michigan Pizza Hut Inc. liquor license for
property located at 1405 Wright Avenue from a Tavern license to a Class C license.
Approve
4. Consideration of a resolution to approve the City of Alma Sewer Backup Policy as presented.
Approve
5. Consideration of a resolution to adopt Alma Leadership Team Priorities as determined in the 2020
Leadership Planning Session on February 7, 2020.
Approve
H. Ordinances:
I. Agreements:
1. Consideration of a resolution to approve an agreement with Municipal Employees Retirement
System regarding the establishment of a Health Care Savings Program and to authorize signatures as
required.
Approve
J. Reports:

The City Commission may receive the following reports by one resolution. A City Commissioner
may remove any item within this section for individual discussion and vote.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Alma Transit Monthly Report for January 2020
Alma Police Department Monthly Report for January 2020
Finance Committee Minutes of February 11, 2020
Parks and Recreation Committee Minutes of February 17, 2020
A 2020 Look at Assessing
2019 AMAR Audit Results
City Manager’s Report

Receive

K. Appointments:
L. Unfinished Business:
M. New Business:
1. Assessing Reform Presentation from Assessor Kathy Roslund
2. Consider a resolution to change the date of the March 10, 2020 regular meeting to March 11, 2020.
Approve
Appropriations
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Commissioner's Comments
Invitation to Public
(Subject: Pursuant to Article II of the City Code, individuals requesting to address the City Commission
may do so by moving to the podium and being recognized by the Mayor, following which they should
state their name and address for the record. Individuals should address their comments to the Mayor.
Comments are limited to a maximum of five (5) minutes per person, unless the Commission grants further
time.)
Adjournment
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Matthew Schooley, City Manager, called the 2020 Leadership Planning Session of the Alma City Commission to
order at 8:07 a.m. at the Alma Public Library.
Commissioners present:
Commissioners absent:

Mapes, Mott, Harrington, Stahl, Allman, and Piccolo.
Pitts.

Also present:

Lorrie Taylor, Jim Wheeler, Brett Baublitz, Kathy Phillips, Jacob Gulick, Aaron
Hale, Aeric Ripley, David Ringle, John Tanner, Greg Marker, Lou Fleury, and
Rhonda Rohr.

City Manager Schooley opened the meeting with an explanation of the purpose of the meeting: to establish a list
of goals and priorities to continue to make Alma a better place to live and work.
Schooley went on to say that one of the biggest issues facing cities now is lead and copper contamination and the
“Lead-Copper Rule”. A team from OHM was present for the meeting to explain the challenges involved.
David Ringle, Public Services Director, introduced the team from OHM: John Tanner, Greg Marker, and Lou Fleury.
Ringle said he had been attending sessions about the new mandates regarding lead contamination. The reality is
there will be a big impact on local governments, but the public’s health and welfare are a priority. Corrections to
the problems have been delegated to local municipalities, but no additional funding has been provided.
Greg Marker spoke about the rule and what the immediate future holds. He explained he has been watching this
rule since its inception. The Lead-Copper Rule sets new standards for municipality owned lines as well as privately
owned service leads from the curb stop to the house. A desktop preliminary inventory of lead service lines within
the City was due by January 1, 2020, using existing information. In-home water sampling and resident notifications
are included as requirements under the new rule. By January 1, 2021, municipalities are required to begin
inventorying lead service lines. Verified inventory of lead service lines is due by January 1, 2025. Once lines have
been verified, they must be replaced at a rate of 5% per year.
Water sampling consists of five separate liters of water drawn from a home. The first liter is indicative of the
makeup of the service line. The fifth liter is used to determine what is in the home’s plumbing lines. City staff will
likely have to perform all of the testing to get true samples.
A coalition of 49 communities set out to fight the rule, but a declaratory judgment denied the claim in October of
2018. Major issues include:
• Public monies used for private replacement
• Replacement timeline
• Lead action level not based on science
• MDEQ underestimated cost in regulatory impact statement (MDEQ estimates $500 million, but industry
estimates $2.5 billion)
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One of the issues is increasing fees and identifying other potential funding sources. Temporary
easements/permission to enter property must be considered as well as what recourse the City will have if a
property owner denies access.
While costs are estimated to be anywhere from $3500 to $5500 per line, they could easily soar to $15,000 or more
if a porch or difficult landscaping is involved. Partial replacements are not allowed under the Rule.
Marker called for questions, and discussion followed about possible ways to handle denied access, and what
would happen if the City failed to follow the Rule. Marker said the state could pull the City’s permit to provide
water to citizens, and Ringle noted Water Plant staff would likely lose licenses for failure to comply. Other
questions included how to stop a resident from selling a house after denying access, and could the cost be
amortized over of a period of years.
Ringle estimates anywhere from 370 to 2500 replacements may be required. We have accurate data back to the
year 2000, but no data is available about private lines, so “pot-holing” will be necessary to test lines for content.
Marker said at a 5% replacement rate, the costs would be approximately $250,000 per year based on conservative
estimates. Assistant City Manager, Aeric Ripley, noted costs could be much higher if there is a lack of available
contractors. Mayor Greg Mapes suggested a $10.00 surcharge on water bills to raise $250,000 a year. Marker
explained the $250,000 is only an estimate and doesn’t cover the costs of sampling.
Mapes asked if the mains are safe. Marker said the mains are safe. Joints could be an issue but pose very little
risk as the surface area exposed is minimal compared with service lines. Additional discussion followed about the
City’s liability for replacing private property and documentation of changes. Schooley said the goal is good
communication with property owners and ultimately, doing what’s best for the health and safety of City residents.
Discussion followed about the origin of the rule, water sampling, and how other communities are approaching
the new regulations.
The group recessed for a brief break at 9:15 a.m. and reconvened at 9:30 a.m.
John Tanner of OHM explained the proposed and potential construction and improvements to the Waste Water
Treatment Plant and to the sanitary sewer collection system. Inventory has been completed and mapped as part
of the SAW Grant. The majority of the system is old, but in relatively good shape for its age. The Plan will be used
to asses risk of failure, and prepare a capital improvement plan, or a plan for replacement. The study offered
three different scenarios for improvements. Ringle noted some improvements will be necessary in the next five
years to keep up with the changing makeup of the product coming into the plant. Mapes asked about raising
rates to build a fund that could be used for improvements. Kathy Phillips, Finance Director, said that is under
consideration already. Ringle said this Plan is the culmination of a five year SAW Grant process.
Schooley thanked OHM for attending and providing much needed information, and then he moved on to
discussion about establishing goals and priorities for Alma. The OHM team members left the meeting.
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Schooley suggested four areas for discussion:
• What’s good about Alma right now?
• What’s working?
• What’s not so good about Alma right now?
• What’s not working?
Some responses to the question about what’s good included improvements to infrastructure, and
communications. There are great changes happening downtown. Mapes said he believes the negative attitudes
are changing for the better. Piccolo said we have always been an “other shoe” community, always waiting for the
other shoe to drop. Schooley agreed but said he is also starting to see attitudes change. Phillips commented that
as a new member of the community, she believes there are many special things about Alma that are not always
recognized. Others agreed and discussed additional improvements, changes, and good things going for Alma.
Schooley said that over the years, Alma has taken on many roles because no one else would step up, but he would
like to shift focus back to Alma, because a strong Alma will help make a strong Gratiot County.
Discussion moved to what’s not so good about Alma. Some suggestions included improved communication
between the City and residents, and better waste collection systems. Piccolo noted we have many difficult
financial decisions ahead and communication to the public will be crucial.
Mapes suggested addressing some of the “little things” to improve appearances, but Ringle said that when his
staff is addressing little things, the important things get left behind. Staffing limitations and funding limits are a
problem. Schooley said these would be good items to keep in mind as we tap into local volunteers. Stahl proposed
changing the community meetings to community clean up events and encouraging local volunteers.
Discussion followed about railroads and railroad crossings. Ringle explained that the City has no recourse when
it comes to the condition of rail crossings. They are owned and controlled by the rail companies, and we cannot
legally make improvements.
Schooley asked what’s not working or what should we be doing that we are not. Discussion followed about
adequate training for City staff, and improved policies and procedures. Mapes asked if the culture was improving.
Schooley said we are not necessarily the roadblock to progress anymore. He gives credit to staff for improving
access and looking forward to the future.
Rhonda Rohr said the hard part is letting people know we will work with them. She suggested a PR person.
Schooley said he does think people are starting to see we are open to change. He believes there is not one person
on the administrative staff who is not 100% committed to Alma.
Schooley moved on to talk about the Alma Aspires Plan and how it came about. He said the group is a collection
of leaders and volunteers in Alma working to help Alma reach its full potential. Topics for Alma Aspires are People,
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Place, and Prosperity. Committees have been formed to address goals determined by the Alma Aspires meeting
attendees. He encouraged everyone to participate in some of the Committees.
The group recessed for lunch at 11:20 a.m. and reconvened at 11:40 a.m.
Commissioner Allman left the meeting at 11:45 a.m.
The group worked together to list the greatest challenges facing the City.
• Manpower
• Technology
• Infrastructure including parks and parking lots
Discussion followed about parking lots and parks. Ripley said some of the parking lots haven’t seen any work in
30 years. They need to become a priority with increased traffic in the downtown area and funding is needed.
Ripley also said we have received a grant for some of the park bathrooms, but one of the decks over the dam
needs to be replaced and the estimated cost is $90,000. Ringle said at this point we are only able to do
maintenance at the parks, there isn’t any extra money for improvements.
Schooley talked about the county parks millage and explained some of the discussions about sharing the millage
with local units. An 80/20 split wouldn’t provide much money to each local unit for improvements. There has
been a suggestion that Gratiot County reduce their millage and allow local units to seek their own millage for
parks and recreation. Mapes said he thought there was a good chance that a local millage could pass.
The group continued to name challenges facing the City.
•
•
•
•
•
•

River
Public perception
Resources/Time
Funding
Support of Alma Aspires
Safety

Brief discussion followed each suggestion. Schooley asked for help taking these suggestions and setting priorities.
Piccolo noted there are just some things that will have to take priority. Some of the priorities have been forced
on us from outside sources, such as Infrastructure. Schooley said some things to consider included timing,
whether a project is worthwhile, and if it will meet our goals. The following items were identified as priorities.
Manpower
• Sufficient staffing to meet demands
• Training
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•
•

Preparing for pension liabilities
Supporting community iniatives

Infrastructure
• Meeting regulatory requirements
• Improving parks
• Improving parking lots
• Safety
Technology
• Identifying what we have
• Identifying what we can bring & committing to it
• Finding funding for improvements
Schooley said he would take the information and put it together as a list of priorities and direction. He thanked
everyone for their attention and their work.
The meeting adjourned at 12:35 p.m.

___________________________________
Sara Anderson, City Clerk
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Mayor Greg Mapes called a regular meeting of the Alma City Commission to order at 6:03 p.m. at the Alma
Municipal Building. A quorum of the Commission was present.
Mayor Mapes led those present in a recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance to the United States of America.
Roll Call
Present:
Absent:

Roger Allman, Roxann Harrington, Greg Mapes, Nick Piccolo, Michelle Pitts, and Audra Stahl.
Larry Mott.

Motion by Allman, seconded by Piccolo, to amend the agenda to include two additional items under “Section
I. Agreements”. Motion carried.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
Approval of Minutes
Motion by Pitts, seconded by Allman to approve the minutes of January 28, 2020 as presented. Motion
carried.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
Resolutions
2020-00020

Proclamation of Women’s History Month
The following preamble and resolution were offered by Commissioner Piccolo, and seconded by
Commissioner Allman:
WHEREAS: The week of March 8, 2019, marks the Forty-first anniversary of Women’s History Week; created
by The Education Task Force of the Sonoma County (California) Commission on the Status of Women which
became a celebration of American Women and honored their American heritage, contributions, and
sacrifices for our nation. In 1987 President Reagan proclaimed March as "Women’s History Month" and
called upon all Americans to mark the month with observances to honor the achievements of American
women 1.
WHEREAS: In 1981 Congress passed Pub. L. 97-28 which authorized and requested the President to
proclaim the week beginning March 7, 1982 as “Women’s History Week". As requested by Congress,
President Reagan issued Presidential Proclamation 4903 proclaiming the week beginning on March 7, 1982
as the first "Women’s History Week" and recognizing the vital role of women in American history.
WHEREAS: In 1987 after being petitioned by the National Women’s History Project, Congress passed Pub.
L. 100-9 which designated the month of March 1987 as “Women’s History Month.” This law requested the
President to issue a proclamation calling upon the people of the United States to observe this month with
appropriate activities and ceremonies. President Reagan then issued Presidential Proclamation
5619 supporting the decision. Between 1988 and 1994, Congress passed additional resolutions requesting
and authorizing the President to proclaim March of each year as Women’s History Month.
WHEREAS: It is fitting and proper to accord official recognition to the many Women of the United States
and their sacrifices and contributions to our great nation. Therefore, we honor this memorable anniversary;

1

Women’s History “Women’s History Month” accessed December 1, 2019,
https://www.womenshistory.org/womens-history/womens-history-month
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and the American Women whose sacrifices, contributions and honor defended and shaped our great
Nation.
NOW, THEREFORE I, Gregory Mapes, by virtue of the authority vested in me as Mayor of the City of Alma
do hereby proclaim the Month of March 1st through 31st as Women’s History Month AND ask our citizens
to honor the ideals, sacrifices, and contributions of the women who helped build and shape our nation.
May these citizens and all they have done for the United States of America never be forgotten. IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the City of Alma to be affixed this 11thday
of February of the year of our Lord two thousand twenty.

Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
2020-00021

Motion by Commissioner Pitts, seconded by Commissioner Allman, to adopt the following
Performance Resolution and authorize street closures and banner placements in conjunction
with 2020 Special Community Events as shown on the table attached hereto as Attachment A:
RESOLVED WHEREAS, the City of Alma, hereinafter referred to as the ''GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY,''
periodically applies to the Michigan Department of Transportation, hereinafter referred to as the
"DEPARTMENT," for permits, referred to as ''PERMIT,'' to construct, operate, use and/or maintain utilities
or other facilities, or to conduct other activities, on, over, and under State Highway Right of Way at
various locations within and adjacent to its corporate limits;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the DEPARTMENT granting such PERMIT, the GOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY agrees that:

1. Each party to this Agreement shall remain responsible for any claims arising out of their own acts
and/or omissions during the performance of this Agreement, as provided by law. This Agreement is
not intended to increase either party's liability for, or immunity from, tort claims, nor shall it be
interpreted, as giving either party hereto a right of indemnification, either by Agreement or at law,
for claims arising out of the performance of thisAgreement.
2. If any of the work performed for the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY is performed by a contractor,
the GOVERNEMENTAL AGENCY shall require its contractor to hold harmless, indemnify and
defend in litigation, the State of Michigan, the DEPARTMENT and their agents and employee’s, against
any claims for damages to public or private property and for injuries to person arising out of the
performance of the work, except for claims that result from the sole negligence or willful acts of the
DEPARTMENT, until the contractor achieves final acceptance of the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY. Failure
of the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY to require its contractor to indemnify the DEPARTMENT, as set forth
above, shall be considered a breach of its duties to the DEPARTMENT.
3. Any work performed for the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY by a contractor or subcontractor will be solely
as a contractor for the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY and not as a contractor or agent of the
DEPARTMENT. The DEPARTMENT shall not be subject to any obligations or liabilities by vendors and
contractors of the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY, or their subcontractors or any other person not a party
to the PERMIT without the DEPARTMENT’S specific prior written consent and notwithstanding the
issuance of the PERMIT. Any claims by any contractor or subcontractor will be the sole responsibility
of the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY.

4. The GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY shall take no unlawful action or conduct, which arises either directly
or indirectly out of its obligations, responsibilities, and duties under the PERMIT which results in
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5.

6.

7.

8.

claims being asserted against or judgment being imposed against the State of Michigan, the
Michigan Transportation Commission, the DEPARTMENT, and all officers, agents and employees
thereof and those contracting governmental bodies performing permit activities for the
DEPARTMENT and all officers, agents, and employees thereof, pursuant to a maintenance contract.
In the event that the same occurs, for the purposes of the PERMIT, it will be considered as a breach
of the PERMIT thereby giving the State of Michigan, the DEPARTMENT, and/or the Michigan
Transportation Commission a right to seek and obtain any necessary relief or remedy, including, but
not by way of limitation, a judgment for money
damages.
The GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY will, by its own volition and/or request by the DEPARTMENT,
promptly restore and/or correct physical or operating damages to any State Highway Right of Way
resulting from the installation construction, operation and/or maintenance of the GOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY'S facilities according to a PERMIT issued by the DEPARTMENT.
With respect to any activities authorized by a PERMIT, when the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY requires
insurance on its own or its contractor's behalf it shall also require that such policy include as named
insured the State of Michigan, the Transportation Commission, the DEPARTMENT, and all officers,
agents, and employees thereof and those governmental bodies performing permit activities for the
DEPARTMENT and all officers, agents, and employees thereof, pursuant to a maintenance contract.
The incorporation by the DEPARTMENT of this resolution as part of a PERMIT does not prevent the
DEPARTMENT from requiring additional performance security or insurance before issuance of a
PERMIT.
This resolution shall continue in force from this date until cancelled by the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY or
the DEPARTMENT with no less than thirty (30) days prior written notice provided to the other
party. It will not be cancelled or otherwise terminated by the GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY with regard
to any PERMIT which has already been issued or activity which has already been undertaken.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the following position(s) are authorized to apply to the DEPARTMENT for
the necessary permit to work within State Highway Right of Way on behalf of the GOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY.

Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
2020-00022

Resolution in Support of the Alma Aspires Plan for the City of Alma
The following preamble and resolution were offered by Commissioner Piccolo, and seconded
by Vice-Mayor Harrington:
WHEREAS, the City of Alma engaged in partnership with Alma College, Masonic Pathways, the Alma Public
Schools, Greater Gratiot Development, and the Mid-Michigan Medical Center – Gratiot to develop a
community action plan:
WHEREAS, leaders from those organizations collaborated with a range of stakeholders, community and
business leaders, elected officials, and members of the public who care deeply about the future of Alma to
lead change and build community;
WHEREAS, said collaboration identified that Alma Aspires to be a community of choice, where families,
seniors, students, employers, and tourists all choose Alma for its unique charm and community
connectedness;
WHEREAS, the Alma Aspires Plan was created to build a road map for the community’s future;
WHEREAS, Alma Aspires to be a community where everyone can achieve their highest potential;
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WHEREAS, Alma Aspires to be a community of choice, where people choose to visit, locate, and stay;
WHEREAS, Alma Aspires to be a vibrant, diversified economy that provides good careers and opportunities
for all;
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Alma City Commission affirms on February 11, 2020 its support for
the Alma Aspires Plan created by the community;

Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
2020-00023

Motion by Commissioner Pitts, seconded by Commissioner Allman, to adopt Ordinance #815,
as follows, to amend the Zoning Map of the City of Alma as it appears in Section 32-32 of the
Ordinances of the City of Alma. This Ordinance is to rezone the property at 270 Purdy Drive
from R1 Single Family Residential District to CI Campus Institutional District, subject to the
conditions set forth in the Conditional Rezoning Agreement:
ORDINANCE #815
The City of Alma Ordains:
1.

Section 1.
The Zoning Map of the City of Alma as it appears as Section 32-32 of the Ordinances of the City of
Alma is hereby amended in the following respects:
The premises hereinafter described, currently zoned as R1, Single Family Residential District, be
and hereby is conditionally rezoned to CI, Campus Institutional District, subject to the conditions
set forth in the Conditional Rezoning Agreement entered into relative to the subject premises on
this date. The premises are described as:
GOLFVIEW SUB NO 2, W 1/2 OF LOT 4 AND ALL OF LOTS 5, 6 & 7 AND COM AT NW COR
OF SAID LOT 7 TH W 44 FT S 145 FT E 44 FT N 145 FT TO P.O.B. (270 Purdy Drive)
2.
Separability. If any section, subsection, paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase or portion of this
ordinance is, for any reason, held invalid or unconstitutional by any Court of competent jurisdiction, such
portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct and independent provision and such holding shall not affect
the validity of the remaining portions thereof.
3.
Ordinances Repealed. All ordinances and/or parts or ordinances inconsistent with this ordinance
are hereby repealed.
4.
Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force 15 days from and after its
enactment as provided by the City Charter.

Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
Agreements
2020-00024

Motion by Commissioner Pitts, seconded by Commissioner Piccolo, to adopt a resolution
approving an agreement regarding athletic facility use of the Euclid Street Baseball Fields
between the City of Alma and the Alma Little League commencing on April 1, 2020 and ending
August 1, 2020.
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Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
2020-00025

Motion by Vice-Mayor Harrington, seconded by Commissioner Allman, to adopt a resolution
authorizing the execution of a Conditional Rezoning Agreement between the City of Alma and
community Baptist Church of Alma, property owner, which conditionally rezones the property
located at 270 Purdy Drive from R1 Single Family Residential District to CI Campus Institutional
District.
Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.

2020-00026

Motion by Commissioner Piccolo, seconded by Commissioner Allman, to adopt a resolution to
approve a Drain Easement with the Gratiot County Drain Commission for relocation of a portion
of the #418 Drain District Drainage Line, for the purposes of the development requirements for
the parcel located at 528 W. Warwick Drive.
Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.

Reports
2020-00027

Motion by Commissioner Piccolo, seconded by Vice-Mayor Harrington, to approve a resolution
to receive the Planning Commission minutes of February 3, 2020 and the Building Permit Report
for January 2020, and remove the City Manager’s Report for discussion.
Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.

City Manager Matt Schooley reviewed information included in his report: upcoming changes to the City
Commission Chambers to allow for additional utilization, a request for creation of a Neighborhood Enterprise Zone
to assist in development efforts, improved policies and procedures for sewer backups, additional duties and
compensation for Code Enforcement Officer/Computer Support Specialist Aaron Hale, and proposed changes for
ICMA participants, pension plans and vacation payouts. Brief discussion followed.
2020-00028

Motion by Vice-Mayor Harrington, seconded by Commissioner Allman, to approve a resolution
to receive the City Manager’s Report for February 11, 2020.
Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
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Appointments
2020-00029
Motion by Commissioner Pitts, seconded by Commissioner Piccolo, to approve a resolution to
re-appoint Joneen Wight to the Housing Commission for a term expiring January 1, 2024.
Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
New Business
Public Services Director, David Ringle, provided a report on the construction of sanitary sewer leads in conjunction
with the reconstruction of Hayes Avenue between Marquette Boulevard and Michigan Avenue. A special
assessment district is proposed for payment of the construction costs for sanitary sewer leads. Ringle noted
current policy is for the City to cover half of the costs and the benefitting property owner to cover the other half
of the cost. He asked the Commission to schedule a public hearing to consider the proposed special assessment
district.
2020-00030

Public Hearing on Proposed Special Assessment for Sanitary Sewer Leads on Hayes Avenue
The following preamble and resolution were offered by Commissioner Piccolo, and seconded
by Commissioner Allman:
Whereas, the City Commission has ordered the City Assessor to prepare a special assessment roll on asbuilt costs for the purpose of assessing the special assessment district’s share of the cost of the Hayes
Avenue Sanitary Sewer Lead Construction Project in Special Assessment District No. 2019-1.
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that:
1.
2.

The City Commission shall meet at the Commission Chambers in the Municipal Building in the City of
Alma on February 25, 2020 at 6:00 p.m., for the purpose of reviewing said special assessment roll.
The special assessment roll and the report of the City Manager concerning said public improvement
shall be filed with the City Clerk and shall be available for public examination.

Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
Appropriations
2020-00031
Motion by Commission Allman, seconded by Commissioner Piccolo, for a resolution approving
Warrant No. 20-15 and authorizing the City Treasurer to issue checks in payment of all claims.
Resolution declared adopted.
Yes:
Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
No:
none.
Absent:
Mott.
Commissioners’ Comments
Commissioner Stahl thanked everyone for attending.
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Alma, Michigan
February 11, 2020
City Attorney Tony Costanzo congratulated Commissioner Pitts on her recently received Tartan Award.
City Manager Schooley thanked everyone for attending the February 7th Leadership Planning Session. He will
provide a synopsis at the meeting on February 25, 2020.
City Manager Schooley awarded city employee, Grace Catlin, with a City of Alma Excellence Coin in appreciation
of her “over and above” work at the Municipal Building.
Mayor Mapes offered his appreciation to volunteers for the Alma Aspires Plan. He is looking forward to seeing
their accomplishments. He encouraged everyone to join volunteers.
Invitation to Public
Tim Lambrecht, 1026 Pineview Court, addressed the City Commission. He spoke about pension plans and vacation
issues at the County level, money the County has received for their Veteran’s program, posting of the Emergency
Manager’s position at the County level, and an update on the Airport study. He also said discussion is ongoing
about the Parks & Recreation millage and a sharing of funds.
No other public comments were offered.
Motion by Commissioner Piccolo, seconded by Commissioner Allman, to adjourn the meeting at 6:52 p.m.
Motion carried.
Yes:
No:
Absent:

Allman, Harrington, Mapes, Piccolo, Pitts, and Stahl.
none.
Mott.
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Attachment A
2020 Banners
& Street Closures
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Alma City Commission
Alma, Michigan
February 11, 2020

Event

Date

Alma Highland
Festival Banner

04/15/202005/26/2020

Gratiot Art Expo

05/11/202010/31/2020
05/13/202005/31/2020

Alma Highland
Festival of Races
Start Finish Banner

Time

State Highway Closure
Over MDOT Street
Superior Street
“Alma Highland Festival Memorial
Day Weekend”
Banners attached to Street Light
Poles on Superior and State Streets
Over City street

Alma Highland
Festival 5K & 10K
Run

05/23/2020

7:30 a.m. –
11:00 a.m.

Superior - Pine to Wright

Highland Festival
Parade

05/23/2020

8:30 a.m. –
1:00 p.m.

Superior - Bridge to Wright
Wright - Warwick to Superior

MidMichigan Health
Summer Health and
Safety Fair
Banner
Alma All School
Reunion

05/26/202006/10/2020

Over MDOT Street
“MidMichigan Health’s Annual
Health & Safety Fair”

07/13/202008/18/2020

Lucky MacDuck
Community Day
Banner

08/18/202009/14/2020

Michigan Old U.S.
27 Motor Tour Stop

08/20/2020

Over MDOT Street
Superior Street
“Alma High School Annual All Class
Reunion”
Over MDOT Street
Superior Street
“Lucky MacDuck
First Weekend after Labor Day”
Superior Street
Pine to Wright

Alma College
Welcome Back
Banner
Alma High School
Homecoming
Parade

08/03/202009/30/2020
10/02/2020

12:00 p.m. –
3:30 p.m.

Over City street

4:30 p.m. –
6:30 p.m.

Superior – Pine to Prospect

City Street Closure/
Banner Installation
City Crew

City Crew
Over City street
Superior at Philadelphia
“Alma Highland Festival of
Races Start/Finish”
Private Contractor
Center - Woodworth to
Pine
10K run will cross Charles
& Luce Roads
City Crew
Michigan - Bridge to
Superior
Superior - Purdy to Wright
Center - Woodworth to
Pine
Pine - Center to Superior
City Crew
City Crew

City Crew

City Crew

Superior - Wright Avenue
to Pine Avenue
City Crew
Superior at Philadelphia
“Welcome Back Students”
Private Contractor
Pine - Superior to High
School
Downie - Park to Prospect
Prospect - Wright Park to
Superior
City Crew
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2020 Banners
& Street Closures
Page 2

Alma City Commission
Alma, Michigan
February 11, 2020

Event

Date

Alma College
Homecoming
Parade

10/10/2020

Alma Fall Festival

10/22/2020

Downtown
Christmas
Celebration Banner

11/01/202001/03/2021

Downtown
Christmas
Celebration/Parade

12/11/2020

Time

State Highway Closure

City Street Closure/
Banner Installation

10:30 a.m. –
1:00p.m.

Wright - Downie to Superior
Superior - State to Wright

4:00 p.m. –
7:30 p.m.

Superior Street – Pine to Park
Hard Closure
Over MDOT Street
Superior Street
“Come Home to Alma
for the Holidays”
Superior - Pine to Park

State to Downie & State to
W Center
W Superior – Harvard
City Crew
City Crew

4:30 p.m. –
9:00 p.m.

City Crew

Woodworth - Center to
Downie
City Crew
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Proposed SAD #1 for 2020

Hayes Avenue Sanitary
Sewer Service Leads
From Marquette Blvd.
to Michigan Avenue

JETT*z"o
Pump & Valve, L-L.C,
477O Pontlac Lake Rd.

Wat+rford, Ml 48328

Phon+: 248673-2630

Fax: 24A.673-2674
e*n all: i$ls!@JGttpuBrp.com
wsb: wwwJrttpump.com

January 28,2020
Darren Jonson

Alma WWTP
1000 Washington Street
Alma, M148801
RE:

Requote Wilo Mixers with Start-up; Proposal 19-9414Rev A

Dear Darren,
Thank you for allowing JEII Pump & Valve, L. L.C. to provide you with the following proposal for your consideration. We
value you as a customer and appreciate your business.

Summarv of Services & Diagnosis:
Per your original quote, JETT Pump would like to send you a revised quote for the Wilo mixers you requested pricing on.
Scope of Supplv:
.IETT Pump and Valve is proposing

Four (4)

Four (4)
Four (4)
One (1)

the following:

Wilo Mixer
2.7hp

-

460v

40ft cables
Mixer frame

Moisture Relay
Thermal Relay
Service Labor: One Day Start-up Assistance

Materials: S 31,015.36
Tax (if applicable): $4f6€:96.
Est. Freighu
soo.oo
Start-up Labor; S 1.900.00

S

TOTAL:

Page 1

of2

$ssru:z*

# ,9,'/ tE'a9 "/"#

.?F

t0/16/)o79 02:15
User: UNGS

BUDGET REPORT FOR

PM

CITY OF

Page:

^I.MA

DB: A1...-

WASTEWATER

2011-18
AC1'iV],IY
GL

60/94

UTI {
Calculations as of 06/30/20L9
Fund: 590

2018-19
AMENDED

DESCRI PT ION

NUMBER

BI'ItGET

201 8-19
20L9-20
ACTIVITY COUNCIL APPR

IJRU

O5l30/].

BUDGET

APPROPRIATIONS

Punction: PUBLIC WORKS

Dept 527.000 -

SEWAGE DISPOSAT

SUPPLIES

Expenditure

<No Project>
UNCHANGED EROM

590-521.000-780.000
590-521.000-787.000

2019, IIIO

WASHER AND

ADD]TION OP 52,OOO.OO FOR TWO NE'i

DRYER.

FC'S.

MAINTENANCE PARTS
MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

DSJ

DSJ

481

13,057

27,'tOO

tt2

20,00c
20,000

41,053

53, s00

1, 053

63.500

41,053

53,500

t24,691

11,000
17,000

L4

,

FOOTNOTE AMOUNTS:

54,OOO vFD REPIACEMENT TUND FoR ANY oP THE EoLtowING:

DSJ

STATION 13
STATION 14
STATION 15
RETURN

PUMP

FLOCULATORS

93,OOO VACUUM PRIMER ASSY, ONI.Y

IF NEEDED.

DSJ

913,OOO NORMAL EXPENSES. DSJ

<No Project>
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
SUPPLIES

CAPITAL

,200

4.3, 649

64

43, 649

64,200

43 ,

649

64

,200

4

OUTLAY

Expenditure

590-527.000-970.000

cAprTAL

29,

OUTLAY

OOO

FOOTNOTE AMOUNTS:
S17,OOO STATION 13 PUMP REPLACEMENTS

910,000 LIFT STATION 5

ROOF REPLACEMENT: AMENDED

D.A.R.

DENIED $8, OOO CONTACT CHAMBER BLOWER REPTACEMENT

12,000

POOTNOTE AMOUNTS:

S12,OOO VIWTP GROUNDS MAINTENANCE MOWER

PURCHASE

8,000

EOOTNOTE A}4OUNTS:

58,OOO INFLUEN? PUMP R]GGING

Y EEF'ICIENT

40,000
MIXERS

GI. S FOOTNOTE TOTAI,:

77 ,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

CAPITAL OUTLAY

Totals for dept 52?.000 - SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Dept 527.520 - SEViAGE DISPOSAL - ADMINISTRATION
PERSONAL SERVICES

Expenditure
<No Prolect>

6r1,134

29,000

t2s,691

77, ooo

29,

OOO

)-24, 697

't1 , oo0

29,

OOO

124, 691

17 , OOO

,'t 30

694,590

690,919

1 62

BID PROPOSAL
PROPOSAL TO CITY OF ALMA
BID PROPOSAL

FOR:

Bituminous Chip Seal Coat Work

BID OPEIIING: 3:00 p'm',

TO:

'

r

ednesday' February 19' 2020

CitY Cle*
525 E- SuPerior Street

Alma MI4880l
Gentlemen:
attached hereto and is fully infomed as to the requirements
The undenigned has examined the Yarious bid docume-nts
to performance tiereof. The undeEigned hereby
provided therein, the nature of the se*lce uno conditions relating
to providi pavernent crack sealing for which bid pric€s are
all f*rr, *ut"ria,

*a

DroDoses ro fumistr

"lrip.aot
indicated below, atl in accordance with the bid documents'
Item

Appror.

DescriPtion

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price
Bid

l.

Seal, Single Sed

1t,500*

SY

$

2.

Fog Coat

11,500*

SY

IteE

#

$

lrT
,€b

Totsl Bid

AEouut

sli,t55$

6,610

,tfi,8)<
TOTAL BID AMOUNT
* Actual quantity may vary.
ttrat he is rtre ?rgPid=ent , ,
THE UI\DERSIGNED, by execution of this bid' certifies
Uia on b"hiifofrhe f,''o' and that
m"
iig"s
J"ifr"
(tirle) ofthe firm nameO as iriOaer rn rti U-ia.

execule

ile

sa.loe 'n bebalf

of said

fun'

NAME AND ADDRESS OF BIDDER:
Company

Nrne:

Address:

Romtrlrrs,

ZiP 4817 4

Ml -

Bid Submitted bY:
Print Name:

Jeffdemet@comcasi net / Highwaymaint@eomcast.net
Telephone No.: 734-941-8885 / Fax 734-941-896^

rmail:

Date: Fehnrary'18,2020
1l

,he is, authorized
- -:

to

BID PROPOSAL
PROPOSAL TO CITY OF
BID PROPOSAL

FOR:

ALMA'

Bituminous Chip Seal Coat Work

2020
BID OPENING: 3:00 p.m., Wednesday, February 19'

TO:

CitY Clerk
525 E. SuPerior Street

Alma MI4880l
Genlletr,:n:
attached hereto and is fully intbrrned as to the reqttiremetlts
The undersigncd has exarninecl the various bid documents
'l1e undersignecl hereby
relating to perfornlance ihereof'
provided therein, the natur.e ofthe service una.onJilon,
rvhich bid prices are
for
sealing
to provid-e p*"*t't crack
proposes to furnish uff fuUor, *uterial, and equ-ipment
inaicated below, all in accordance rvith the bid documents'

Unit Price

Total Bid

{Jn1t

Bid

Amount

[ 1,500*

5Y

:, 3. oo

,,

I 1.500',r'

SY

ltem

Approx.

DescriPtion

Quantitl'

1.

Seal, Single Seal

2.

Fog Coat

Iten

#

,

.

6o

3/,!*

-oo

5,fa'

oo

, .il,?oo'oo
TOTAI., ItID AMOUNT
vary'
" Actual quantity may
that he i'tnTHE uNDERSIGNED, by execution olthis bid' certifies
-l/&*!Qalatthe firm' and thai he is authorized
in the bid, tt ut fr. tignt the bid on behalf-of
1title) of the firm namecl u, tiaJ..
execute the sa.nle in behalf of said firn'

NAME AND ADDRESS OF BIDDERI
Conrpany Nanre:

Pavement Maintenance Systems LLC
384 lndustrial Parkway Drive

r\ddress:

Bid Submitted bY:
Print Name:
Stewart. Schwikert@asphalt-materials. com

Email:
Telephone No.:

(810) 724-4767

Date:

ll

to

BID PROPOSAL
PROPOSAL TO CITY OF

BID PROPOSAL

FOR:

ALMA.

Bituminous C[ip Seal Coat

\ilork

BID OPENING: 3:fi) p.m., Wedaesday, February 19,2U20

TO:

City

Cle*

525 E. Superior Stre€t

Alma MI4880l
Gentlemen:
to the requirements
The undersigred has examined the various bid documents attached hereto and is fully informed as
heroby
undersiped
The
thereof.
performance
to
relating
conditions
provided thirein, the nature of the service and
material, and equipment to provide pavemqlt crack sealing for which bid prices are

p.opor", to furnish all labor,

indicated below, all in accordance with the bid documents.

Item

Approx.

Description

Quantity

Unit

1.

Seal, Siugle Seal

I1,500*

SY

2.

Fog Coat

1

1,500*

SY

Item

#

Unit Price

Total Bid

Bid

Amount

$ _l_L!lL
s _o.Qt _

$lJy,lb,n
s'l3tE-9
s_l3,Sf

7{@

TOTAL BID AMOUNT
* Actual quantity may vary.
C !161-S.C,i .1+tUe f1'j
rl L'=
V t,f
UI\DERSIGNED, by execution of this bid, certifies that he is the
TIIE U1\DERSIGNED,
to
firm, and that he is authorized of
the
behalf
bid
on
the
sips
(title) of the firrn named as UiAa"r in the bid, that he

-

execute the same in behalf of said firm.

NAME AND ADDRESS OFBIDDER:

Name: - [akLr.", nspha t+j/ale-Uf, LLLAddress: jI.lA{ Uefuaa.rrS- meMo-nr,-( Pl4{+
company

*---Se.. ro..rl, l(E--

BidSubnittedby:
PrintName:

EmaiL

L/

-8c.

zip--4ttzo(

0*4--

V

(Sigrrature)

*Lr%-ALlsa-i+

t-or1 .t (Hter:n-@H.

TelephoneNo.:

'., -0.re-Si:.ds^4(Title)

co nnt

Q.\( - -75e=3.!:aQ_

1i

CITY OF ALMA
COUNTY OF GRATIOT, MICHIGAN

Minutes of a regular meeting of the City Commission of the City of Alma, County of Gratiot, Michigan, held February 25, 2020
in the Municipal Building in said City of Alma, at 6:00 p.m.
Present:
Absent:
The following preamble and resolution were offered by Commissioner [Name] as supported by Commissioner [Name]:
Whereas, the City Manager has caused to be prepared a report pursuant to Section 3 of Ordinance No. 235 of the City of Alma,
for the acquisition and construction of the public improvement more particularly hereinafter described; and
Whereas, the City commission deems it necessary to proceed with the construction of said public improvement;
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved That:
1.

2.
3.

The City Commission hereby determines it to be necessary to construct the following described public improvement
and determines that the same shall be constructed:
Hayes Avenue Sanitary Sewer Leads Construction Project
The plans, specifications, and estimates of costs and the report of the City Manager are hereby approved.
The following described lots and parcels of land shall constitute the special assessment district for said public
improvement, which special assessment district shall be known as Special Assessment District No. 2019-1.

Parcel #
29-51

Frontage
and/or
Benefit

Total
Assessment

THOMAS E HOLLEY
1111 Marquette

40

$3,225

ELLIS & JUDY OWENS
1119 Marquette

45

$3,550

29-51-354-827-00

LIZMAR INVESTMENTS LLC
422 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-828-00

ANDREW & KATIE ALDRICH
501 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-796-00

DAVID C SCHULTZ
505 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-795-00

BAMBI GROSSETT
508 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-829-00

CAMMY DAVIDSON
512 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-830-00

29-51-354-798-00

Name of Owner
and
Property Description.

1st Installment
Amount

Date
Paid

CITY OF ALMA
COUNTY OF GRATIOT, MICHIGAN

GARY CHOUINARD
518 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-831-00

ANTHONY & MELISSA BACOCCINI
519 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-794-00

JOSE J RODRIQUEZ
526 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-832-00

DORIS M COLON
528 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-833-00

RODRICK BRUCE STEVEN ANDERSON
530 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-834-00

JARED TRIPP
535 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-793-00

WILLIAM JR GALLAHAN
536 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-835-00

ROBERT CLARK ATWELL
539 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-792-00

LEE THRUSH
540 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-836-00

GERALD & DONNA BELL
542 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-837-00

JOSEPH E DOUGHERTY
546 Hayes

18

$1,795

29-51-354-838-00

JOHN & TERESA BACOME
1114 Michigan Ave

18

$1,795

29-51-354-791-00

ANDREW O GRAHAM
1202 Michigan Ave

18

$1,795

29-51-354-809-00

SPRINGHILL HOMES LLC
422 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-800-00

ERIC LYNN THRUSH
426 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-801-00

RONALD & FRANCES SAGI
430 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-797-00

LEE & JANAH ALDRICH
436 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-802-00

CITY OF ALMA
COUNTY OF GRATIOT, MICHIGAN

STEPHEN S DERRY
508 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-804-00

ASHLEY STRAWN
520 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-806-00

RANDAL & CYNTHIA PAINTER
526 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-807-00

FAY & BETTY ELLSWORTH
530 Hannah

18

$1,795

29-51-354-808-00

4.

It is hereby determined that of the total estimated cost of said public improvement, in the amount of $53, 445.00 the
sum of $26,722.50 shall be specially assessed against the special assessment district as herein be set forth and the
sum of $26,722.50 shall be paid by the City at large for benefits to the City at large from the acquisition and
construction of said public improvement.

5.

The City Commission hereby determines that said special assessment shall be divided into [Number of Installments]
equal annual installments and that the deferred installments of said special assessment shall bear interest at 1% over
the U.S. Treasury Bond rate at the time of the final confirmation of the Special Assessment Roll.

6.

The City Assessor is hereby ordered and directed to make a special assessment roll of that part of the cost of said
public improvement to be borne by the lands specially benefited according to the benefits received and shall report
the same to the City Commission when it has been prepared.

Yes:
No:
Resolution Declared [Adopted or Declined?].
Certificate
I, Sheila Letourneau, Clerk of the City of Alma, do hereby certify that the above resolution is a true and exact copy adopted at
a regular meeting of the City Commission held on Tuesday, February 25, 2020 at 6:00 p.m.
_______________________________
Sara Anderson, City Clerk

WHEREAS, the Municipal Employees Retirement Act authorized the Municipal Employees’ Retirement
Board (“Board”) to establish additional programs including but not limited to defined benefit and
defined contribution program (MERS Plan Document Section 72; MCL 38.1536(2)(a)).
WHEREAS, the Board has authorized MERS’ establishment of the health care savings program (“HCSP”
or “Program”), which a participating municipality or court, or another eligible public employer that
constitutes a “municipality” under MERS Plan Document Section 2; MCL 38.1502b(2) (“Eligible
Employer”), may adopt for its Eligible Employees.
WHEREAS, MERS has been determined by the Internal Revenue Service to be a tax qualified
“governmental plan” and trust under section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and all trust
assets within MERS reserves are therefore exempt from taxation under Code section 501(a) (IRS Letter
of Favorable Determination dated October 8, 2016).
WHEREAS, the Board has established a governmental trust (the “Trust Fund”) to hold the assets of the
HCSP, which Trust Fund shall be administered under the discretion of the Board as fiduciary, directly by
(or through a combination of) MERS or MERS’ duly-appointed Program Administrator.
WHEREAS, 1999 PA 149, the Public Employee Health Care Fund Investment Act, MCL 38.1211 et seq.
(“PA 149”) provides for the creation by a public corporation of a public employee health care fund, and
its `administration, investment, and management, in order to accumulate funds to provide for the
funding of health benefits for retirees and beneficiaries.
WHEREAS, a separate MERS health care trust fund created under PA 149 also constitutes a
governmental trust established by an Eligible Employer, provided that all such employers shall be the
State of Michigan, its political subdivisions, and any public entity the income of which is excluded from
gross income under Section 115 of the Internal Revenue Code; provided further, that the PA 149 trust
shall not accept assets from any defined benefit health account established under Section 401(h) of the
Internal Revenue Code.
WHEREAS, the Board acts as investment fiduciary for the pooled assets of each MERS participating
municipality as defined by the MERS 401(a) Plan Document, on whose behalf MERS performs all plan
administration and investment functions, and such participating municipalities and courts have full
membership, representation and voting rights at the Annual Meeting as provided under Plan Section 78;
MCL 38.1545.
WHEREAS, the Board also acts as investment fiduciary for those participating employers who are nonMERS participating municipalities and courts that have adopted the MERS Health Care Savings Program,
Retiree Health Funding Vehicle, or Investment Service Program, and such entities are not accorded
membership, representation or voting rights provided to MERS participating municipalities and courts at
the Annual meeting under Plan Document Section Document 78; MCL 38.1545.
WHEREAS, adoption of this Uniform Resolution and the HCSP Participation Agreement (the “Uniform
Resolution”) by each Eligible Employer is necessary and required in order that the benefits available
under the MERS HCSP may be extended to the Eligible Employer’s employees.
• It is expressly agreed and understood as an integral and nonseverable part of extension or
continuation of coverage under this HCSP Resolution that Section 43 of the MERS Plan Document shall

not apply to this Uniform Resolution Adopting MERS HCSP, the Participation Agreement, the HCSP Plan
Document, the Trust Agreement, and their administration or interpretation.
• In the event any alteration of the language, terms or conditions stated in this Uniform Resolution
Adopting MERS HCSP is made or occurs, it is expressly recognized that MERS and the Board, as fiduciary
of the MERS Plan and its trust reserves, and whose authority is nondelegable, shall have no obligation or
duty to administer (or to have administered) the Trust Fund, or to continue administration.
WHEREAS, concurrent with this HCSP Uniform Resolution, and as a continuing obligation, this governing
body has completed, approved, and submitted to MERS documents necessary for participation in and
implementation of the HCSP. This obligation applies to any documents deemed necessary to the
operation of the Trust Fund by MERS.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the governing body adopts (or readopts) the MERS HCSP as
provided below.
SECTION 1: HCSP PARTICIPATION
EFFECTIVE ___________________________, 20_____, (to be known as the ADOPTION DATE) the
MERS HCSP is hereby adopted by the City of Alma, Michigan
(A) CONTRIBUTIONS shall be as allowed and specified in the MERS Health Care Savings Program
Participation Agreement. Basic Employer Contributions, Mandatory Salary Reduction Contributions,
Mandatory Leave Conversion Contributions, and Post-Tax Employee Contributions, shall be remitted
pursuant to MERS by the Eligible Employer, and credited to the Eligible Employer’s separate fund within
the MERS Trust Fund.
(B) INVESTMENT of funds accumulated and held in the Health Care Savings Program Trust Fund shall be
held in a separate reserve and invested on a pooled basis by MERS subject to the Public Employee
Retirement System Investment Act (“PERSIA”), 1965 PA 314, as provided by MERS Plan Document
Section 76; MCL 38.1539, and PA 149.
(C) THE ELIGIBLE EMPLOYER shall abide by the terms of the HCSP, including the HCSP Plan Document,
HCSP Trust Agreement, all investment, administration, and service agreements, and all applicable
provisions of the Code and other law. It is affirmed that no assets from any defined benefit health
account established under Section 401(h) of the Internal Revenue Code shall be transferred to, or
accepted by, MERS.
SECTION 2: IMPLEMENTATION DIRECTIONS FOR MERS
(A) The governing body of this Eligible Employer desires that all assets placed in its MERS HCSP Trust
Fund (as a sub-fund within all pooled HCSP trust funds with MERS) be administered by MERS, which shall
act as investment fiduciary with all powers provided under PERSIA, pursuant to PA 149, all applicable
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code and other relevant law.
(B) The governing body desires, and MERS upon its approval of this Resolution agrees, that all funds
accumulated and held in the MERS HCSP Trust Fund shall be invested and managed by MERS within the
collective and commingled investment of all HCSP funds held in trust for all Eligible Employers.

(C) All monies in the MERS HCSP Trust Fund (and any earnings thereon, positive or negative) shall be
held and invested for the sole purpose of paying health care benefits for the exclusive benefit of
“Eligible Employees” who shall constitute “qualified persons” who have retired or separated from
employment with the Eligible Employer, and for any expenses of administration, and shall not be used
for any other purpose, and shall not be distributed to the State.
(D) The Eligible Employer will fund on a defined contribution, individual account, basis its MERS HCSP
Trust sub-fund to provide funds for health care benefits for “Eligible Employees” who shall constitute
“qualified persons” under the Internal Revenue Code. Participation in and any coverage under HCSP
shall not constitute nor be construed to constitute an “accrued financial benefit” under Article 9 Section
24 of the Michigan Constitution of 1963.
(E) The Eligible Employer designates and incorporates as “Eligible Employees” who shall constitute
“qualified persons” under this HCSP Resolution those who are “Eligible Employees as defined in the
HCSP Participation Agreement under this HCSP.
(F) The Eligible Employer may designate employer contacts who shall receive necessary reports, notices,
etc. and shall act on behalf of the Eligible Employer.
SECTION 3. EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS HCSP UNIFORM RESOLUTION
This Resolution shall have no legal effect until an executed copy of this adopting Resolution is filed with
MERS, and MERS determines that all necessary requirements under MERS Plan Document Section 72, PA
149 and other relevant laws, and this Resolution have been met. Upon MERS’ determination that all
necessary documents have been submitted, MERS shall execute this Resolution, and return a copy to
the Eligible Employer’s designated primary contact.
In the event an amendatory resolution or other action by the Eligible Employer is required by MERS,
such Resolution or action may be deemed effective as of the date of the initial Resolution or action
where concurred in by this governing body and MERS (and the Program Administrator if necessary).
Section 86 of the MERS Plan Document shall apply to this Resolution and all acts performed under
MERS’ authority. The terms and conditions of this Resolution supersede and stand in place of any prior
resolution, and its terms are controlling.
I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of the Uniform Resolution Adopting the MERS Health Care
Savings Program, adopted at the official meeting held by the governing body of this municipality:
On February 25, 2020, __________________________________________________________________
(Mayor Greg Mapes – Signature)
Printed name: Greg Mapes Position title: Mayor, City of Alma

Received and Approved by the Municipal Employees’ Retirement System of Michigan
Dated: _________________________, 20____ _____________________________________________
(Authorized MERS signatory)

2020 – Leadership Team

PRIORITIES
1. PLAN FOR INFRASTUCTURE NEEDS
The City of Alma Leadership Team is committed to maintaining and improving public infrastructure and
City facilities to preserve both the physical character and livability of the community.

• Lead and Copper Rules: The City Leadership is committed to the development of a
sound plan for the identification and remediation of any lead or galvanized issues as
defined by EAGLE. A strong public outreach effort is essential.
• Sanitary Sewers: The City Leadership is committed to an extensive analysis of the
sanitary sewer system, including rates that make the system viable into the future.
• Downtown Parking Lots Refurbishment: With the changes that downtown Alma has
seen in the recent past, the City Leadership Team is committed to supporting a plan
for the refurbishment of the downtown parking lots.

2. EMBRACE TECHNOLOGY
The competition for residents, businesses, tax dollars, state grants, and federal grants is real. Therefore,
anything we can do to create an edge is important! Growth in technology is simply the norm. Adopting
these ideas and technologies now, ensures Alma will be a leader in this area for years to come.

• Community Needs: Access to and use of the internet has become an integral part of
everyday life in today’s world. The City Leadership is committed to exploring ways to
best leverage broadband network access to the community. Bringing broadband to
Alma will help to eliminate the homework gap and improve education, telemedicine,
public safety and economic development.
• Internal Needs: The City Leadership is committed to ensuring that we utilize
technology to better connect with our residents. Deploying new technologies will
improve our intra-office efficiencies and help to create direct lines of communication
between the City and our citizens. This deeper, more comprehensive civic
engagement is becoming the new reality, and increasingly expected by citizens.

3. SUPPORT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The City of Alma Leadership Team is committed to supporting residents and businesses in Alma by
being proactive and open minded to community initiatives. We believe in keeping the public informed
about our processes and accepting input on our plans and intentions.

• Alma Aspires: The City Leadership is committed to remaining actively engaged with
the committees and work groups that have committed their time and energy to
planning for Alma’s future.
• Parks and Recreation Opportunities: The City Leadership is committed to exploring
feasible and worthwhile projects that will enhance our community parks and
recreation programs.
• Do the Little Things: Many times little things can make a big difference. The City
Leadership is committed to ensuring we do not lose sight of those opportunities to
show we care.
• Communication: The City Leadership is committed to improving communication and
engagement with the community, to ensure that members of the public are
informed and that there is broad community participation in the City decision making
process.

4. MAINTAIN A SAFE COMMUNITY AND CITY WORK ENVIRONMENT
The City of Alma will remain a safe city though police and fire services that are responsive to the
community’s changing needs. Employees of the City will feel safe and protected in their work
environment.

• Police and Fire Services: The City of Alma Leadership Team is committed to
optimizing our police and fire service levels through continued support.
• Municipal Building Security Updates: The City Leadership is committed to making all
City buildings a safe place for employees, residents, and visitors.

5. REMAIN FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
Achieving all the City’s goals and strategies requires continued fiscal vigilance, especially in light of
changing economic and regulatory conditions.

• Pension Liabilities: The City of Alma Leadership Team is committed to working with
staff to develop a long-term plan that emphasizes the importance of reducing the
pension liability of the City.
• Financial Policies that Provide Ongoing Stability: The City of Alma Leadership Team
is committed to ensuring that the structure of the City’s financial policies will be
open and transparent and professional in every way.

MERS Health Care Savings Program
Participation Agreement
1134 Municipal Way Lansing, MI 48917 | 800.767.2308 | Fax 517.703.9707

I.

www.mersofmich.com

PARTICIPATING EMPLOYER

City of Alma
Employer Name: __________________________________________________________________
(Name of municipality or court)

Municipality Number: 2901
_________________________ Division Number: ___________________
II.

EFFECTIVE DATE
1.

If this is the initial Participation Agreement relating to the MERS Health Care Savings Program
for this covered group, the effective date of the program here adopted shall be:
February 2020
______________________________________.
(Date)

2.

If this is an amendment and restatement of an existing Participation Agreement relating to
the MERS Health Care Savings Program for this covered group, the effective date of this
amendment and restatement shall be effective: _________________________.
(Date)

Note: You only need to mark changes to your plan throughout the remainder of this Agreement.
III.

COVERED EMPLOYEE GROUPS
A participating Employer may cover all of its employee groups, bargaining units or personnel/
employee classifications (“Covered Group”), in Health Care Savings Program. Contributions shall be
made on the same basis within each Covered Group identified by this agreement, and remitted
as directed by the Program Administrator. If the Employer has varying coverage or contribution
structures between groups, a separate agreement will need to be completed for each covered group.
This agreement encompasses the following group(s):

Full-time Employees
_______________________________________________________________________________
(Name/s of HCSP covered group/s)

Note: To maintain the tax-favored status of the employer’s Health Care Savings Program
and to comply with federal law, the Employer may not provide coverage or benefit levels to
highly-compensated employees that are not provided to non highly-compensated employees.
IV.

ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
Only Employees of a “municipality” may be covered by the Health Care Savings Program Participation
Agreement. Independent contractors may not participate in the Health Care Savings Program.
The Employer shall provide MERS with the name, address, Social Security Number, and date of birth
for each Eligible Employee, as defined by the Participation Agreement.

V.

EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HEALTH CARE SAVINGS PROGRAM
The Participating Employer hereby elects to make contributions to the Trust. Contributions shall be
made on the same basis within each Covered Group specified in this agreement, and remitted to
MERS as directed by the Employer, to be credited to the individual accounts of Eligible Employees
as follows (next page):

Form MD-170 (version 2019-08-05)
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MERS Health Care Savings Program Participation Agreement
Check one or more (A or B, C and/or D):
A.
Employer Contributions for Retirees / Former Employees. Employer contributions may be
made according to any frequency. Identify below the contribution formula or amount that will
apply to all in this covered group. Note: If this contribution is selected, Sections B, C, and D do
not apply.
Contribution structure (specify): ________________________________________________________
For active employees, please check one or more below (B, C, and/or D).
B.

Basic Employer (Before-Tax) Contributions. Before-tax employer contributions may be
made as a percentage of salary and/or by a specified dollar amount. Identify below the basic
employer contribution formula to be applied to the covered groups within the Health Care
Savings Program identified in this agreement.
Contribution structure (specify): _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Vesting Cycle For Basic Employer Contributions Only. The employer contributions identified
in this Participation Agreement are subject to the following vesting cycle.
Immediate Vesting upon Participation
Cliff Vesting: The participant is 100% vested upon _____________________ year(s).
(Stated years)

Graded Vesting Percentage per year of service: Employers can select the percentage of
vesting with the corresponding years of service:
Years of Service			
Percent Vested
______________			_____________
______________			_____________
______________			_____________
______________			_____________
______________			_____________
______________			_____100%___
FORFEITURE PROVISION. Upon separation from service with the Employer prior to meeting
the required vesting schedule set out above or in the event a Participant dies without
Dependent(s) and/or a named Beneficiary, a Participant’s account assets shall:
Check only one:
Remain in the HCSP sub-trust to be reallocated among all Plan participants equally
Remain in the HCSP sub-trust to be used to offset future Employer Contributions
Be transferred to the Retiree Health Funding Vehicle (“RHFV”)

Form MD-170 (version 2019-08-05)
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MERS Health Care Savings Program Participation Agreement
C.

Mandatory Salary Reduction (Before-Tax) Contributions. Before-tax Employer Contributions
to the Health Care Savings Program Sub-Trust shall be made that represent a mandatory salary
reduction resulting from collective bargaining or the establishment of a personnel policy. These
reductions may be made as a percentage of salary or a specific dollar amount.
Contribution structure (specify): _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

D.

Mandatory Leave Conversion (Before-Tax) Contributions. Before-tax Employer
Contributions to the Health Care Savings Program Sub-Trust shall be made that represent a
mandatory conversion of accrued leave including, but not limited to vacation, holiday, sick
leave, or severance amounts otherwise paid out, to a cash contribution. These contributions
may be calculated as a percentage of accrued leave or a specific dollar amount representing
the accrued leave. Leave conversions may be made on an annual basis or at separation from
service, or at such other time as the Employer indicates. (Note: The leave conversion program
shall not permit employees the option of receiving cash in lieu of the employer contribution.)
Check here if the covered employee group has the option to direct any/all of the
leave conversion lump sum to an existing 457 program.
Check one or more:
100% over 120 hours
June 30
Vacation
As of _____________________________,
___________%
of ___________________________

Annual date or X weeks before termination

Percentage

must be contributed to the HCSP.

Type of Leave Conversion (sick,
vacation, etc.)

As of _____________________________, ___________% of ___________________________
Annual date or X weeks before termination

Percentage

must be contributed to the HCSP.

Type of Leave Conversion (sick,
vacation, etc.)

As of _____________________________, ___________% of ___________________________
Annual date or X weeks before termination

Percentage

must be contributed to the HCSP.

Type of Leave Conversion (sick,
vacation, etc.)

As of _____________________________, ___________% of ___________________________
Annual date or X weeks before termination

must be contributed to the HCSP.

Form MD-170 (version 2019-08-05)
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MERS Health Care Savings Program Participation Agreement
Post-Tax Employee Contributions. Post-tax Employee Contributions made by Eligible Employees
within the Covered Group(s) shall be remitted as directed by the Program Administrator, to be credited
to the individual accounts of Eligible Employees. All Employee Contributions must be remitted to
MERS along with the Participation Report.
VI.

MODIFICATION OF THE TERMS OF THE PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
If a Participating Employer desires to amend any of its previous elections contained in this
Participation Agreement, including attachments, the Governing Body by official action must adopt
a new Participation Agreement and forward it to the Board for approval. The amendment of the new
Participation Agreement is not effective until approved by the Board and other procedures required by
the Trust Agreement and Plan Document have been implemented.

VII.

STATE LAW
To the extent not preempted by federal law, this agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with
Michigan law.

VIII.

TERMINATION OF THE PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
This Participation Agreement may be terminated only in accordance with the Trust Agreement.

IX.

EXECUTION BY GOVERNING BODY OF MUNICIPALITY
The foregoing Participation Agreement is hereby adopted and approved on
the _____ day of _______________________, 20_____ at the official meeting held

City of Alma
by ____________________________________________________________________.
(Name of approving employer)

Authorized Signature: ________________________________________________________________
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Title: _______________________________________________________________________________

Received and Approved by the Municipal Employees’ Retirement System of Michigan
Dated: _________________________, 20____
__________________________________________________________________________________
(Authorized MERS signatory)
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Alma Transit Center
Non Financial Operating Data
Scheduling and Dispatch
January 2020

Demand
Response

Monthly Summary
Weekday

Total

1,604.07

1,604.07

-27.75

-27.75

Total

1,576.32

1,576.32

TotalVehicle Hours

1,576.32

1,576.32

Weekday

Total

21,345.00

21,345.00

Total

21,345.00

21,345.00

Total

21,345.00

21,345.00

Weekday

Total

356

356

Total

356

356

Total

356

356

Vehicle Hours
Excluded breaks

Demand
Response

Demand
Response

Demand
Response

Vehicle Miles

Revenue
Assignments

Unlinked
Passenger

Trips

Weekday

Total

4,839

4,839

336

336

1,532

1,532

493

493

7,200

7,200

7,204

7,200

Regular

0

0

Elderly

0

0

Persons wlDisabilities

0

0

Elderly w/Disabilities

0

0

Total

0

0

Regular

Elderly
Persons wiDisabilities

Elderly wlDisabilities
Total
Total
Line Haul

Unlinked
Passenger

Trips

As of : 7 -F eb-2020

12:

50 pm
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Alma Transit Center
Non Financial Operating Data
Scheduling and Dispatch
Weekday

Total

0

0

Regular

3

3

Total

3

3

3

3

Regular

0

0

Elderly

0

0

Persons wlDisabilities

0

0

Elderly w/Disabilities

0

0

Total

0

0

Tota!

0

0

Total

7,203

7,203

Total

Line Haul
No Route

Unlinked
Passenger

Trins

Total
Shuttle

Unlinked
Passenger

Trips

Days Operated

Weekday

Total

Demand Response

22

22

Total

22

22

Fuel
Fuel

Consumption

2,693.25

Gasoline

2,693.25

Total

Asof: 7-Feb-2020

12:50 pm

Page 2
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Alma Transit Center
PcTrans Trips by MCD

of Otr

and On Stops

From 2-Jan-2020 through 3 l-Jan-2420
MCD of Off Stop

Total
City of Alma

4,990

City of lthaca

102

City of St. Louis

649

Township of Arcada

2

Township of Bethany

23

Township of Emerson

1

Township of Fulton

19

Township of Lafayette

12

Township of North Star

2

Township of Pine River

989

Township of Seville

13

Township of Sumner

25

Township of Washington

4

Township of Wheeler

17

Unknown

355

Total

7,203

As of : 7 -F eb-2020 1 2:48 pm
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Alma Transit Center
PCTrans Daily Passenger Counts - Detailed
Undcr

Adult

Youth

-5

Total

Gold Sr

Senior

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Thu 2-Jan-20

0

-)

3

2

0

2

65

ll0

t75

l4

t4

28

7

l8

25

233

Fri 3-Jan-20

0

I

I

2

3

5

45

95

140

25

28

53

l5

l5

30

229

Mon 6-Jan-20

0

0

0

0

2

2

46

5l

9',7

29

l8

1'l

ll

18

29

175

Tue 7-Jan-20

0

3

I

118

119

6l

100

l6l

22

15

37

,7

.,

t7

24

344

Wed 8-Jan-20

0

2

2

0

133

133

66

97

163

30

9

39

l3

t6

29

366

Thu 9-Jan-20

0

2

2

.,

I

-t0

143

86

90

176

l9

l6

35

l0

t7

27

383

Fri l0-Jan-20

0

J

3

0

t2t

t2l

34

100

134

28

l5

43

l5

l6

3l

332

Mon l3-Jan-20

0

0

0

0

0

0

35

89

124

27

10

37

2l

7

28

189

Tue l4-Jan-20

0

5

5

0

t12

tt2

59

ll5

t74

2t

2t

42

6

l5

2t

354

Wed l5-Jan-20

0

I

I

0

r28

128

68

97

165

26

t2

38

l6

l3

29

361

Thu l6-Jan-20

0

6

6

2

126

128

_55

I00

155

l6

t2

28

5

l3

18

335

Fri l7-Jan-20

0

2

2

0

132

132

47

81

128

27

l0

5t

t4

l1

25

324

Mon 20-Jan-20

0

-)

3

0

t12

tt2

33

48

81

l9

l0

29

l8

t2

30

255

Tue 2l-Jan-20

0

8

tt

0

ll5

115

60

98

158

13

l-t

27

6

l6

22

330

Wed22-Jan-20

0

3

3

I

t20

t2t

75

t23

198

t6

l8

34

l5

8

23

3',79

Thu 23-Jan-20

0

8

8

2

133

r35

68

tt2

180

t2

t6

28

ll

9

20

371

Fri24-Jan-2O

0

-)

-)

I

tt7

ll8

30

109

139

3l

l6

17

l4

9

23

330

Mon27-lan-20

0

7

7

0

ll8

118

55

107

162

40

t4

54

t2

l6

28

369

Tue 28-Jan-20

0

9

9

J

125

128

91

t17

2tt

17

l0

27

-)

l3

l6

391

As of : 7-Feb-2020 12'.46 pm
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Alma Transit Center
PCTrans Daily Passenger Counts - Detailed
Adult

Youth

Under 5

Gold Sr

Senior

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Dis.

Not

Total

Wed29-Jan-20

0

I

I

2

l4l

143

55

103

158

l9

26

4-5

l6

t2

28

375

Thu 30-Jan-20

0

9

9

I

135

136

57

t25

182

t2

ll

23

6

l8

24

374

Fri 3 1-Jan-20

0

6

6

2

129

l3l

59

132

191

30

2t

5l

t6

9

25

404

Total

0

85

85

22

####

493

336

829

25',7

298

555

7,203

As of : 7 -F eb-2020 12'.46 pm

####

####

####

####
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Monthly Commission Report
January 2020

Noteworthy Cases
1-2-20: Officers responded to a call of an armed robbery of an individual. The investigation is
on-going.
1-3-20: A traffic stop resulted in the arrest of the driver for operating while under the influence
of drugs.
1-3-20: A traffic stop resulted in the driver being arrested for driving on an expired license,
improper plate, and no security. Officers are also seeking charges for the suspected narcotics
discovered during the stop.
1-4-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of an individual for driving while intoxicated his 4th
offense. It was also discovered that the driver had left his 2-year-old at home alone. A warrant is
being sought for child endangerment.
1-4-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of the driver for operating under the influence of drugs.
1-4-20: A traffic stop led to officers seeking charges for driving on a suspended license.
1-4-20: Officers responded to a call of a vehicle stuck in Wright Park. The subsequent
investigation led to charges being issued on multiple subjects for domestic assault.
1-4-20: While investigating a domestic assault call, officers made contact with a subject that had
multiple warrants out of other jurisdictions. The subject was arrested and lodged at the Gratiot
County Jail.
1-5-20: Officers were dispatched to a residence for an unwanted subject. The subject was
discovered to have a warrant and was arrested.
1-6-20: Officers responded to a call of a domestic assault. The investigation led to the arrest of a
male subject for domestic.
1-6-20: A driver was arrested for driving without insurance and driving on a suspended license.
1-7-20: Officers went to a residence to serve a subpoena and made contact with a person that had
an outstanding warrant. The subject was arrested and lodged.
1-8-20: A traffic stop led to the driver being arrested for driving without insurance.

1-9-20: A call reference stalking at the hospital led to the arrest of a subject for violation of
probation and possession of methamphetamine.
1-10-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of the driver for an outstanding warrant.
1-10-20: A larceny investigation led to the arrest of a driver for driving while intoxicated and
possession of open intoxicants in a vehicle.
1-10-20: A call of a civil disturbance led to the arrest of a subject for domestic assault.
1-10-20: A call of an assault led to a warrant being issued for subject that was later arrested.
1-11-20: Officers made contact with an outstanding warrant and placed the subject under arrest.
1-11-20: Officers responded to a fire at an apartment complex. Upon arrival the fire had been put
out. The investigation led to a subject being transported to the hospital for psychological issues.
1-13-20: Several larcenies from automobiles were reported. The investigation is ongoing.
1-14-20: Officers were dispatched to a business for disorderly subject. Officers made contact
with the subject and ultimately placed him under arrest for disorderly conduct.
1-15-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of a subject on an outstanding warrant.
1-17-20: Officers responded to a call of embezzlement. The investigation has been completed
and the case is at the prosecutor’s office.
1-17-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of a subject for a driver’s license violation.
1-18-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of a subject for driving without a license.
1-18-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of a subject for driving on a suspended license.
1-18-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of a subject for driving without a valid license.
1-19-20: Officers made contact with a subject at the Alma Police Department reference a
domestic situation. The investigation led to the arrest of a subject for domestic assault.
1-22-20: Officers took an assault and battery complaint at the high school. The complaint has
been turned over to the prosecutor’s office for possible charges.
1-22-20: Officers arrested a subject for driving on a suspended license 3rd offense.
1-24-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of a subject for operating while intoxicated with a high
blood alcohol content. The driver was also cited for not having a license and open intoxicants in
the vehicle.

1-25-20: Officers responded to a call of a possible fight. A warrant request for disorderly conduct
has been sent to the prosecutor for approval.
1-26-20: A suspicious subjects call at the hospital led to the discovery of narcotic paraphernalia.
A warrant is being sought for a drug law violation.
1-27-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of a vehicle occupant for an outstanding warrant.
1-28-20: A call reference to a retail fraud led to the arrest of a subject for retail fraud.
1-28-20: Officers observed a traffic accident and went to investigate. The investigation led to the
arrest of one of the drivers for driving while intoxicated.
1-31-20: Officers responded to a call of indecent exposure. Officers investigated and submitted a
warrant request to the prosecutor’s office.
1-31-20: A traffic stop led to the arrest of the driver for driving while intoxicated.
1-31-20: Officers made contact with a subject reference a request from Saginaw County. Alma
officers then placed the subject under arrest for a domestic assault and criminal sexual conduct at
the request of the Saginaw County Deputies. The subject was then transported and turned over to
Saginaw County.

During the month of January, the Alma Police Department handled 329 calls for service.
1100-7 -- SEXUAL CONTACT FORCIBLE CSC2 Count: 3
1200-0 -- ROBBERY Count: 1
1300-1 -- NONAGGRAVATED ASSAULT Count: 18
1300-2 -- AGGRAVATED/FELONIOUS ASSAULT Count: 1
2300-3 -- LARCENY - THEFT FROM BUILDING Count: 3
2300-5 -- LARCENY - THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE Count: 6
2300-7 -- LARCENY - OTHER Count: 4
2500-0 -- FORGERY/COUNTERFEITING Count: 1
2600-1 -- FRAUD - FALSE PRETENSE/SWINDLE/CONF Count: 2
2600-3 -- FRAUD - IMPERSONATION Count: 2
2600-6 -- FRAUD - BAD CHECKS Count: 1
2700-0 -- EMBEZZLEMENT Count: 1
2900-0 -- DAMAGE TO PROPERTY Count: 2
3000-2 -- RETAIL FRAUD - THEFT Count: 1
3500-1 -- VIOLATION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE Count: 6
3800-1 -- FAMILY - ABUSE/NEGLECT NONVIOLENT Count: 1
4100-2 -- LIQUOR VIOLATIONS - OTHER Count: 3
5000-0 -- OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE Count: 10
5300-1 -- DISORDERLY CONDUCT Count: 11
5400-2 -- OUIL OR OUID Count: 8
5400-3 -- DRIVING LAW VIOLATIONS Count: 21
5700-1 -- TRESPASS Count: 3
7000-0 -- JUVENILE RUNAWAY Count: 1
7000-4 -- Juvenile Issues Count: 2

7300-0 -- MISCELLANEOUS CRIMINAL OFFENSE Count: 16
9300-1 -- PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENT/PI Count: 10
9300-2 -- ACCIDENT, NONTRAFFIC Count: 7
9400-2 -- FALSE ALARM ACTIVATION Count: 12
9800-2 -- MOTOR VEHICLE, VIN, SCHOOL BUS INSPECTIONS Count: 3
9800-6 -- CIVIL MATTER DISPUTES/FAMILY TROUBLE Count: 19
9800-7 -- SUSPICIOUS SITUATION (CARS, PERSONS,PACKAGES, ETC) Count: 16
9800-8 -- LOST & FOUND PROPERTY Count: 10
9800-9 -- DRUG OVERDOSE (INCLUDES ATTEMPTS) Count: 1
9900-1 -- SUICIDE (INCLUDES ATTEMPTS) Count: 4
9900-8 -- GENERAL ASSISTANCE (ESCORTS, SERVICE CALLS) Count: 67
9900-9 -- GENERAL NONCRIMINAL Count: 85

January 2020 Statistics:
Traffic Stops

December 2019
333

382

Moving Violations

31

26

Non-Moving Violations

34

65

Felony

4

9

Misdemeanor

43

60

City Ordinance

0

0

Accident Total:

17

25

Citations Issued:

Arrests :

CITY

OF ALMA, MICHIGAN

525 E. Superior, P. 0. Box 278 Alma, MI 48801-0278
www.ci.alma.mi.us

FINANCE COMMITTEE
MINUTES
4TH Tuesday of the month
5:00pm, Conference Room
Meeting Date:

February 11, 2020

Members Present:

Greg Mapes, Mayor
Nick Piccolo, Commission Member
Matt Schooley, City Manager
Kathrine Phillips, Finance Director/ Treasurer
David Ringle, Engineer

Guests:

John Tanner, OHM Advisors
Andy Campbell, Baker and Tilly Advisors

The February 11, 2020 City Finance Committee meeting was called to order at 5:04pm at City Hall
Rate Study for Sewer
The Engineering and Finance departments has begun a comprehensive evaluation of the City’s utility rates with
advisors from Ohm and Baker and Tilly. The City’s utility rates were last adjusted in July 1018. The purpose of
this study is to analyze the current sewer rates, and to compile several scenarios that include population
estimates, capital improvements, equipment upgrades and corresponding rates.
The following objectives served as a foundation for the rate study.
•

Rates should generate sufficient revenues to cover operating costs, debt service obligations, and
capital program needs, as well as maintain adequate reserves consistent with sound financial
management.

•

Rates should reflect the cost of providing the corresponding service to the customer

•

Rates should be fair and equitable Rates should conform to the city’s utility ordinance

Rate adjustments are necessary to:
•
•
•

Ensure that each customer bears a fair and proportionate share of the cost of providing services
(consistent with legal requirements)
Cover the rising cost of providing services, including operation and maintenance costs, debt service, and
capital program needs
Meet financial, regulatory, and service obligations.

Water and sewer costs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy, fuel, and chemical costs
Water production and treatment costs
Sewer treatment and disposal costs
Water distribution and sewer collection costs
Administrative and customer service costs
Costs related to facilities replacement, rehabilitation, and upgrade of the water and sewer systems

Factors that would cause a rate increase include:
•
•
•
•
•

Funding requirements for planned replacement, rehabilitation, and upgrades to water and sewer facilities.
Debt service associated with the financing of new water supply improvements, as well as new operating
costs associated with those facilities.
Existing water system debt service covenant obligations require the city to maintain water rates at certain
levels, relative to expenses.
The current drought has resulted in a reduction in financial reserves.
Increased costs of water and sewer operations, including energy costs, supplies, maintenance, and
employee costs.

Current Rates

Three preliminary scenarios were presented.
Cash Flow Analysis #1
No rate increases
1. No rate increases (current rate is $3.60 per 1,000 gallons)
2. No change in ready to serve fees
3. No projected increase in customer usage
4. No projected increase in other fees
5. Cash funded capital improvements of approximately $400,000 per year
6. Cash funded sanitary collection system improvements of $70,000 per year
7. Estimated debt service in 2022/2023 of $2,712,000 10-year bond issue ($315,000 principle and
interest payments per year

Cash Flow Analysis #2
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

No rate increases (current rate is $3.60 per 1,000 gallons)
No change in ready to serve fees
No projected increase in customer usage
No projected increase in other fees
Cash funded capital improvements of approximately $400,000 for 2020/2021 and 2021/2022
Cash funded sanitary collection system improvements of $70,000 per year
Estimated cash funded WWTP miscellaneous projects - $265,000 in 2020/2021
Estimated cash funded SSES and project planning - $110,00 in 2021/2022
Estimated debt service in 2022/2023 of $8,112,000, 20-year bond issue ($500,000 principle and
interest payments per year

Cash Flow Analysis #3
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

2% rate increase per year
No change in ready to serve fees
No projected increase in customer usage
No projected increase in other fees
Cash funded capital improvements of approximately $400,000 for 2020/2021 and 2021/2022
Cash funded sanitary collection system improvements of $70,000 per year
Estimated cash funded WWTP miscellaneous projects - $265,000 in 2020/2021
Estimated cash funded SSES and project planning - $110,00 in 2021/2022
Estimated debt service in 2022/2023 of $11,112000, 40-year bond issue ($425,000 principle and
interest payments per year

Analysis will continue and more details on the plans will be presented to the commission.

Minutes prepared by Kathrine Phillips, Finance Director/Treasury for the City of Alma and submitted to the City
Manager and City Clerk to entered into the City Commission record.

__________________________________________________
Treasurer Signature

Date

__________________________

City of Alma Parks Committee
Regular Meeting
February 17, 2020 – 5:30 p.m.
Alma City Hall – 525 E Superior Street
Present: Ben Long, Kim Alonzi, Blaine Lafler, and Aeric Ripley.
Also Present: Matt Schooley, Brian Hancock, Sally Vernon, Sam Prout, Craig Compton, Sara Anderson,
Mark Williams, Aaron Hale.
Not Present: Larry Mott, Ty Warczinsky, Jamie Jerome, Samantha Suhajda, Andi Whitmore.
Motion by Alonzi, supported by Long to approve the minutes from December 16, 2019.
Yes: Ben Long, Kim Alonzi, Blaine Lafler.
No: None.
Alma Aspire Community Plan
• Matt Schooley is on the steering committee for the Alma Aspire Plan. Schooley gave an
overview of the plan. The goal of the plan is to create some additional goals for the next 10 to
20 years for the City of Alma. The ideas created will be melted into the other plans within the
City. For example, the Park Master Plan, City of Alma Master Plan (Planning), economic
development, education, and health.
• The plan is broken down into three categories People, Place, Prosperity. Each category has four
subcategories, and each one of those subcategories has a “action group” attached to them. The
group looking at parks is known as “Enhance Alma’s Parks and Recreation Offerings”.
• Park Committee discussion: The Park Committee has started the discussion of the update to the
Park Plan, which is due in 2021. This is an ideal time to take the input from the Aspire program
and incorporate into the update.
• As the update period gets closer some joint meetings would be important. Currently there are
no recreation programs within the Master Plan, the park space is provided to those groups and
organizations putting on the programs.
Disc Golf Proposal
• Members from the Alma Aspire Enhance Parks group were in attendance. Members of the
group Sam Prout and Craig Compton provided a proposal on a disc golf course utilizing the
property east of the Transportation Building off Bridge Street.
• Currently the City of Alma has a revocable license agreement with the Alma Grand Prix of
Cyclocross to use a portion of the land east of the Transportation Building for the Cyclocross
course.
• Prout gave some background on the sport of disc golf and the conversations they have had with
the Cyclocross race promoter and volunteer Brain Hancock. The disc course would only use a
portion of the area used by cyclocross for parking and overnight camping during the weekend
event. The rest of the course would be to the east of the cyclocross course.
• Compton discussed more details for the Alma Disc Golf Club. The course would be an 18-hole
course. Each hole requires about an acre per hole. The costs to play range from free to $5 a
day, and or a recreation permit fee.
• The Club has been in contact with two disc golf companies: Discraft and Dynamic Discs. One
company has just provided costs for the equipment needed, while the other has provided a cost

•
•
•

for the equipment and the expertise of a disc golf course designer (Eric McCabe). A well
designed course will bring visitors from around the State to play.
The estimated cost for the 18 hole course is $30,000, the ongoing maintenance will be the
mowing of the grass and maybe the occasional replacement of a basket. The Disc Golf Club and
Alma Cyclocross have had conversations about working together on the mowing.
Lafler asked where the McCabe designed disc course was in the UP. The course is in Gladstone
and is planned to be a 27 hole course.
Staff informed the committee that the property is for future development of housing, but in the
mean time this could be a positive use for the land. Development of the land could be 10 or
more years out. A revocable license agreement could be put in place, just as the City has done
with Alma Cyclocross.

A motion was made by Long and supported by Lafler to recommend the City Commission consider the
proposed use of property located at 1105 Willow Run Drive (east of the Alma Transportation Center) as
a 18-hole disc golf course and consider a revocable license agreement for this use of the property.
Yes: Alonzi, Lafler, Long.
No: None.
City of Alma Park Millage
• Staff briefed the Park Committee on the Goal Setting discussion the City Commission had on
February 7th in regard to the Gratiot County Parks Millage and funding the City of Alma Park
system.
• The Park Committee has discussed the potential of the Gratiot County Wide Park millage being
shared in someway with the local municipal governments who have parks in there jurisdictions
and need financing to make improvements, at the next election.
• The percentage that has been talked about was 20% of the county wide millage, then that
would be broken down to local municipalities. This would include Alma, St. Louis, Ithaca,
Breckenridge, and Ashley. In the end this would not get our community anywhere with what
needs to be done.
• The concept from the Goal Setting meeting: the County would come up with what they need to
maintain and operate their parks, reduce the county wide millage accordingly and leave it up to
each local municipality to request from their voters, a millage to fund the improvements needed
within their systems. The idea is allowing each community to control what improvements they
need, while still supporting the maintenance of the new county system.
• Long stated that if the City were only to receive a few thousand every year that will not meet
what the citizen expectations will be, i.e. we are paying into the county wide millage and you get
money from that why are you not fixing X. It will put us in a worse position they we are know in
regard to expectations.
• Alonzi stated it took us many years to come up with the funding for the restroom project and if
a sharing concept doesn’t work then it is only going to upset people.
• Lafler stated it is reasonable to make sure the county parks are maintained, but we have many
needs here that are not being met, and a share of the county wide millage does sound like it
would help.
Motion by Alonzi and supported by Lafler to recommend the City Commission consider a resolution
to support reducing the county wide parks millage to cover what is needed to maintain and operate
the county parks, thus allowing each municipality to request at least the difference in the lower
county wide millage from their voters to be used to improve the park systems in their communities.
Yes: Alonzi, Lafler, Long.
No: None.

Grant Submission
• At the December Park Committee Meeting members discussed submitting an application to
the Michigan DNR Passport Grant Program.
• The program accepts requests from $7,500 to $150,000. This is the new program offered by
the MDNR and the City of Alma has never applied.
• The request must be from the projects in the Park Master Plan. The committee members
discussed to small projects, an accessibility project for Wright Park, and a small
improvement project in Riverside Park.
• The accessibility project in Wright Park would pave the unpaved parking lot on the west side
of the park. With the new play structure and the new restroom on its way it makes sense to
improvement is parking area, making it easier for individuals with special needs, and families
to get their children to the new assets. The estimated cost of this project is $100,000.
• The Riverside Park project would be the installation of a semi-permeable roof on the
pavilion near the river. The cost of this project is $7,000.
• The total project would be $107,000, to make our project much more attractive to the
reviewers we would ask for 50% of the project costs under the Passport Program.
• The application is due April 1, 2020.
Motion by Long and supported by Alonzi to recommend the submission of a grant application to the
MDNR Passport Program for an accessibility project in Wright Park and the pavilion improvement
project in Riverside Park for a total project cost of $107,000.
Yes: Alonzi, Lafler, Long.
No: None.
Other Business
• Alonzi asked how the Pickle Ball group was coming along. The Pickle Ball Club was able to work
out an agreement with the Alma Public School, Tennis Club. They donated the money they had
raised and donated to the Alma Tennis Club to resurface the tennis courts. When the courts
were resurfaced 8 pickleball courts were marked-out as well. This worked out really well, since
the time the Pickleball Club would be playing outdoors, the Alma Public Schools are, for the most
part, on summer break or the Pickleball Club members play in the morning.
Meeting adjourned at 6:25 p.m.
Respectful Submitted
Aeric Ripley
Secretary, Parks Committee

The Alma Disc Golf Club is proposing the installation of an 18-hole disc golf course in Alma,
behind the Alma Transit Center located at 1105 Willow Run Dr. The Alma Disc Golf Club has
been in contact with representatives from Discraft and Dynamic Discs(two of the largest disc
golf companies)in an attempt to find the most cost effective, and reliable baskets, tee signs, and
tee pads in the sport. We will continue working closely with these companies in search of what
works best for our situation. One company has given us a total that includes just baskets(tee
signs, tee pads, and any maintenance costs would be extra), while the other company has given a
total that includes baskets, tee signs, and the cost to have a world renowned course designer (Eric
McCabe) travel to Alma and help us design the course(tee pads, and any maintenance costs
would be extra). The only other costs Alma Disc Golf Club can brainstorm, would be the cost of
mowing the property every month, and the cost to have a Portable Restroom on site for the
Spring, Summer, and Fall months.
Total cost of the project is estimated at or below $30,000.

Rationale:
There are now more than 6700 Disc Golf courses in the
United States and Canada, nearly all installed by city and
county parks departments. They have found that there are
few recreational activities that offer the high benefit-tocost ratio of disc golf. Disc golf has relatively low capital
and maintenance costs compared with other recreational
installations, is environmentally sound, is played yearround in all climates and is enjoyed immediately, even by
beginners of all ages.
The installation of a disc golf course would be consistent
with the recently revised master plan for the City of Alma. Disc golf is also perfect in keeping
with the plan's call for the development and improvement of recreational facilities.

What Is Disc Golf?
Disc Golf is played much like traditional golf. Instead of hitting a ball into a hole, you throw a
more streamlined looking Frisbee® disc into a supported metal basket. The goal is the same: to

complete the course in the fewest number of shots. A golf disc is thrown from a tee area to each
basket, which is the "hole." As players progress down the fairway, they must make each consecutive shot from the spot where the
previous throw has landed. The
trees, shrubs and terrain changes
in and around the fairways provide challenging obstacles for the
golfer. Finally, the "putt" lands in
the basket and the hole is completed.

Who Can Play?
The simple answer is that everyone can. In studies measuring
participation in recreational activities, "throwing a Frisbee" has
consistently been a top-ten activity. A disc golf course serves a broader portion of the community than many narrower interest
activities with higher cost, skill or fitness levels required to
even begin to play. Men and women, young and old, families
with small children -- all can play disc golf. Because disc golf is
so easy to understand and enjoy, no one is excluded. Players
merely match their pace to their capabilities and proceed from
there.

How Much Does It Cost To Play?
Many courses are located in city or regional parks where citizens play free. Most private and several public facilities will
charge up to $5 per day to play, or earn passive income from
annual passes and/or fees to enter the park. The equipment itself
is quite inexpensive – discs designed for golf sell for $8-$15
each and only one is needed to get started.

What Kind of Construction Would Be Planned for
The Course?
The installation of a 18-hole disc golf course would include the construction of tees and the installation of signs and baskets. Minimal foliage would need to be removed. A few branches usually need to be trimmed or removed near a few tees and baskets, especially near eye level range.
Tees: Each hole would have one tee pad. Concrete tees 4" thick measuring approximately 5' x12'
would be built on each of the original holes, once we determined proper placement. At first we
would just play with “natural pads”, until we determined the exact location where we want the
cement tee pads to go. Down the road, two tees, a short one for novice players and a longer one

for advanced players on every hole would be a dream, and could add 18 “new holes” to the prop-

erty without needing to purchase more baskets.
Baskets: Each playable hole would have a basket mounted on a pipe that slides inside an anchor
pipe that gets cemented into a hole measuring approximately 8" in diameter and 18-24" deep.
The basket pipe and anchor pipe each have collar tabs that
line up and are securely locked with a padlock.
Signs: Tee signs are very important to help first time users
find their way through the course. Each hole would have a
sign indicating the number, length, recommended flight
path and par. In addition, a rules sign and information
board should be installed before the first hole. The signs
can be constructed with a variety of materials. The price of
signs are all included in our estimate. Commercial signs
designed for disc golf are also available from several
sources.

What Maintenance Is Required For a Disc Golf Course In The City of Alma?
After installation, the maintenance needs for a disc golf course are primarily grass mowing. Our
hope is that the City of Alma could help us, as well as the cyclist that use the property with this
task. Unlike weekly mowing usually required for ball fields, mowing for disc golf can be
stretched to every three weeks (depending on rainfall). And even then, only the fairways need

attention. The targets are made of welded steel anchored in concrete and need no regular maintenance. In the unlikely event that one of the targets is damaged beyond repair or stolen, they can
be replaced for around $350. Much of the area of the proposed course is underutilized and not
highly maintained. Under the proper supervision Alma Disc Golf Club volunteers would be eager to undertake an initial clean up of these areas and then maintain them as trash-free zones.
Trash bins will be placed throughout the property and emptied by ADGC members periodically
throughout the month to keep waste to a minimum.

(Photo from the proposed property 3/2019)

How Much Land Is Needed?
An 18-hole course would cover approximately 17-24 acres, depending on design. The rough rule
of thumb for total space needed is about one acre per hole. A significant advantage of disc golf is
its ability to utilize areas that are not very desirable or usable for other activities such as woods
choked with non-native foliage like buckthorn, rocky areas and slopes. In addition, a disc golf
course need not be an exclusive use area -- it can co-exist amicably with other active and passive
recreation uses such as hiking, dog-walking, etc. Finally, the relative portability of baskets and

signs allows the City of Alma, and the Alma Disc Golf Club to inexpensively relocate the course
to another site as the needs of the master plan dictate.

The installation of a disc golf course in the City of Alma would benefit the surrounding
community by increasing and enhancing recreational opportunities, park safety and conservation goals.
Recreational Needs: A disc golf course would provide an inexpensive form of recreation for
people of all age and
skill levels and be a
much needed addition
to the recreational facilities inside the City
of Alma. Disc skills,
and in particular disc
golf, have been incorporated into the Alma
School District's athletic curriculum for
years. Unfortunately,
there is currently no
disc golf course in
Alma at which physical education staff
can teach basic disc
golf skills. Given the
high density of middle and high schools
in the immediate vicinity of the park, the
installation of a disc golf course would provide an important recreational resource for the schools
surrounding the property, as well as for the wider community. A disc golf course would give
youth in the neighborhood a healthy and challenging outlet for their energies and would allow
members of the Alma Disc Golf Club to organize clinics and youth leagues on their behalf. For
the growing number of disc golfers in Central Michigan, the presence of a disc golf course in the
city limits would obviate the need to travel to play and would give them a base from which to
further promote the sport.
The Alma Disc Golf Club’s hope is to one day assist in the teaching of youth in local schools of
the sport of disc golf. There were some ongoing discussions of a club team forming at Alma
High School a few years ago, and if that were to ever happen, this course would be in perfect location for team members. Support from the the community, and disc golf community is strong,
as the Alma Disc Golf Club already has a solid social media following and support. In addition,

to working closely with local schools, the Alma Disc Golf Club hopes to work closely with local
businesses to drive business to downtown Alma. Whether it’s grabbing a bite to eat after a round,
or holding a benefit tournament for a local non profit, we want to see the City of Alma thrive.
Safety: A disc golf course at this piece of property would increase foot traffic in the area at random times during the day and steadily during evenings and weekends. The influx of purposeful
visitors would discourage the presence of individuals who are only in the park to cause mischief
and perhaps engage in crime. Areas that are infrequently used and considered unsafe would be
"opened-up" by the course. The installation of a disc golf course has led to significant decreases
in vandalism and litter across the country, as users have a stake in keeping the course and surrounding area clean and well-kept. A disc golf course would also help to drive some of the
homeless population on the property out.
Conservation: Disc golf can be an environment-friendly sport. Unlike traditional golf, a disc golf
course may not require trees to be removed, grass mowed and watered daily, plants uprooted or
non-native species planted. Many courses can be designed to fit into the existing flora of the park
like McLaren. The impact of a disc golf course on the surrounding area is minimal. Each hole
can have multiple pin placements, ensuring that no one area gets constant foot traffic (this has
the added benefit of providing new challenges to players). In addition, disc golfers overall tend
to take great pride in where they play, helping reduce potential litter on the course. In the longterm, a disc golf course would also help in the preservation of the park by giving young people in
the neighborhood a stake in its preservation and protection.
Economics: A deluxe 18-hole disc golf course with two sets of tees, professional signs and baskets can be purchased and installed for under $30,000, less than the cost of a single tennis or basketball court. An 18-hole course can serve more than 75 people at any time, compared with a
tennis court (4 maximum) or basketball court (10 maximum). The cumulative square footage of
27 x 60 sq. ft hard surface tee pads is also less than either a basketball or tennis court.

Thank you for taking the time to read Alma Disc Golf Clubs proposal, and for the
consideration of installing a disc golf course within the city.
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The Department of Treasury is pleased to present the Key Topics: A 2020 Look at
Assessing. This course will look back at key items from 2019, look forward to 2020 and
finally a look into the future of assessing. More detailed information on each item can be
found through Bulletins or State Tax Commission (STC) Publications found on the STC
website and referenced at the end of each topic.

Part 1: Look Back at 2019
As always, 2019 was a very busy year. The following is a look back at key items from the
2019 year.

1.

Audit of Minimum Assessing Requirements (AMAR)

On September 18, 2017, the State Tax Commission adopted the AMAR that will be used
for the next five year cycle that began in 2018. The Commission also adopted the
schedule for the next five year cycle.
The AMAR is conducted to ensure compliance with State law, ensure assessment
uniformity, ensure that all property is properly assessed and to provide transparency into
the assessment process for both local unit officials and taxpayers. The AMAR Review
Sheet, along with the five year calendar, can be found on the STC website. The Review
Sheet includes hyperlinks to the requirements, either statutory references or references
to STC publications to assist in meeting the requirements. The AMAR’s and Follow-up
Reviews will again be conducted by our contractor, Tax Management Associates.
As with prior years, local units will be required to submit a corrective action plan that
details how and when they will make any required corrections to their assessment roll or
practices. Local units will be notified if a follow-up review is necessary and when that
review will be conducted.
The AMAR begins by asking six questions intended to gather information and assist local
units in looking at their policies and procedures:
a. What is the residential COD for the local unit? This is being gathered for statistical
information purposes only.
b. What is the residential PRD for the local unit? This is being gathered for statistical
information purposes only.
c. Does the L-4022 in the possession of the local unit match the L-4022 in
possession of the County Equalization Director and the information uploaded on
the L-4023 on the E-File site?
d. Was form 4142 completed and submitted to Treasury by a County, City or
Township when the State’s portion of PRE denial interest is remitted?
e. Does the local unit have written procedures, including audit procedures, for
determining how to grant real property exemptions or remove real property
exemptions when the property no longer qualifies for the exemption?
f. Does the local unit have land value maps?
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The first three items in the Assessment Roll Analysis section have not changed from prior
year AMAR reviews and are considered the most critical items in the review:
a. Does the local unit have properly calculated and documented economic condition
factors?
b. Does the local unit have properly calculated and documented land values?
c. Does the true cash value on the roll agree with the true cash value on the record
cards (overrides)?
Next the AMAR looks at personal property. Specifically if the local unit is conducting an
annual personal property canvass and a review of the exemptions granted by the local
unit under the Small Business Taxpayer Exemption (MCL 211.9o). The random sampling
of the Small Business Taxpayer Exemptions is to determine compliance with the statutory
requirements. Item 9 in this document will discuss in more detail issues related to the
processing of these exemptions.
Next the AMAR reviews poverty exemption guidelines established by the local units to
ensure they meet statutory requirements including the requirement to establish an asset
test. Poverty Exemptions granted will be sampled to ensure compliance with those
guidelines and statutory requirements.
Similarly, the AMAR will sample July and December Board of Review actions to ensure
requirements with MCL 211.53b and to ensure that Boards are only acting on those items
over which they have statutory authority.
Finally, the review will look at local unit’s compliance with the requirements under MCL
211.27b to levy the penalty and interest for failure to file the property transfer affidavit and
if that penalty and interest is waived did the local unit pass the required resolution and is
that kept on file at the local unit. It is important that local units understand that in the
absence of the resolution they have to collect the penalty and interest. This applies until
a resolution is adopted, meaning penalty and interest cannot be waived because the local
unit “intends” to pass the waiver resolution.
Following is a summary of the 2019 review results:
1. Of the 320 local units reviewed, 16% or 52 had perfect AMAR reviews
2. The range for COD was 1.79 to 119.9 with an average of 21.61. The PRD ranged
from .85 to 2.15 with an average of 1.08. IAAO standards for COD are 5 to 20
depending on location and type of construction. PRD greater than 1.00 indicates
high value parcels are under appraised, under 1.00 indicates high value properties
are over appraised. IAAO general rule indicates PRD should range between .98
and 1.03.
3. The reviews indicated some issues with parcel counts on the L-4022 and L-4023.
Most of the local units reviewed had procedures for exemptions and were properly
completing Form 4142 for PRE interest.
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4. The 2019 reviews indicated approximately 20% of local units have issues with ECF
analysis. Nearly 30% had issues with Land Value Determinations. This included
land adjustments without reason and/or the lack of land value determinations.
5. Approximately 25% of the local units reviewed were not following proper
procedures regarding the processing of the Small Business Taxpayer Exemption.
This is primarily due to local units not date stamping the form and/or not retaining
the envelope. There were some issues with local units approving the exemption
when the form was postmarked after the deadline.
6. We did find an increase in the number of local units that did not meet the statutory
requirement to adopt an asset test that includes a specific threshold for granting
poverty exemptions, approximately 15%.
7. 21% of the local units reviewed had some issue related to their July and December
Board of Review authorities, meaning the July or December Boards were acting
on items over which they had no statutory authority.
8. We did see a decrease to 8% of local units that were not levying the penalty and
interest for late filing of the Property Transfer Affidavit but had not passed a
resolution to waive the penalty and interest.
9. 116 follow up reviews were conducted on local units who still had issues remaining
from the Phase 1 audits. Of those nearly 70% corrected all of the remaining items.
Of the remaining local units, 25 will require another follow up review in 2020. The
remaining local unit’s rolls were assumed by the STC with corrections mandated
in the STC order.
10. 75 reviews were conducted on local units related to a Phase 2 review. Of these,
nearly 60% corrected all items related to the initial review. Of the remaining local
units, 31 will be subject to another review in 2020 and 1 was recommended for
assumption of jurisdiction by the STC.
11. We anticipate around 150 follow up reviews for 2020 – this is a combination of
follow up reviews from Cycle 1 of the AMAR Reviews and follow up to the 2019
reviews. Additionally, we have 16 counties scheduled for regular review.
Please see the AMAR Tab on the STC website: www.michigan.gov/statetaxcommission
for more information regarding the AMAR.

2.

Assessors Manual

In 2013 the State entered into a contract with Marshall Swift for development of new
Assessor Manuals Volume I and II. On February 14, 2017, the STC received the final
version of the manual which is identical to prior versions of the Michigan Assessors
Manual. There are no changes in the calculations, the layout of the manual or how costs
are developed by assessors. It was important to the STC and staff that the new manual
be as identical as possible to the current manual.
There is a change in the way CAMA vendors access the manual. Beginning with the
2014 manual, CAMA vendors will access the manual electronically rather than having to
hard code the manual into their systems. This may result in some minor differences
between values calculated via the hard copy of the manual and the electronic version
4

available through CAMA software. We continue to work with Marshall Swift to refine this
electronic connection.
Depending on the CAMA software used, users may see a difference in some cost
“functionality”. This is not due to a change in the manual but rather a change in CAMA
software functionality. For example, some CAMA software may have, in the past, allowed
costing for square foot for some structures far beyond that included in the manual. Due
to the electronic connection to the manual, CAMA software now more closely matches
the hard copy version of the manual.
Assessors should note that the STC will continue to approve County Multipliers annually
but for those assessors using CAMA software, the County Multipliers will automatically
be included through the software providers direct connection to the Marshall Swift
System. Assessors will not be required to manually input or select their County Multiplier.
The STC approved to distribute the 2014 manual to all assessors in 2017 with
authorization for use in 2018, but the STC also authorized continued use of the 2003
manual until the 2019 assessments. At that time, only the 2014 manual was authorized
for use.
Additionally, in June 2017 the STC approved the release of a new Volume III of the
Assessors Manual which provides assessors and other interested individuals specific
guidance on assessing in Michigan. It is not intended as a guide on “how to assess” but
rather a resource for Michigan specific guidance on assessing.
As with all releases of a new manual, there will be corrections. We appreciate assessors
who have contacted us regarding issues they have discovered in the manuals.
All three volumes of the Manual can be found under the Assessor and Taxpayer General
Resource Information Tab on the STC website: www.michigan.gov/statetaxcommission.

3.

July and December Board of Review Authorities

The State Tax Commission has become aware of a significant number of instances where
Boards of Review are acting outside their statutory authorities. MCL 211.53b specifies:
The board of review meeting in July and December shall meet only for the purpose
described in subsection (1)(Qualified Errors) and to hear appeals provided for in sections
7u (Poverty Exemptions), 7cc (PRE) and 7ee (Qualified Ag), 7jj (Qualified Forest).
Specific examples include:
a. July and December Boards of Review hearing valuation appeals. The July and
December Boards of Review have no authority to make a valuation determination
even if the March Board of Review deferred a decision on a valuation matter.
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b. July and December Boards of Review granting a poverty exemption or a disabled
veteran’s exemption for a prior year. MCL 211.53b specifically states that unless
specifically described a July or December Board can only make a correction under
these sections for the current year.
c. July and December Boards of Review granting PRE exemptions. MCL 211.7cc
specifically states: Upon receipt of an affidavit filed under subsection (2) and
unless the claim is denied under this section, the assessor shall exempt the
property from the collection of the tax levied by a local school district for school
operating purposes….. Therefore, an assessor is not required to have the July or
December Board grant current year PRE’s and in fact they have no authority to do
so. The July or December Board of Review can only hear an appeal of a denial of
a PRE which was NOT on the current year and previous three year’s Tax Roll.
d. Boards of Review determining qualification under the Disabled Veterans
Exemption. While Boards of Review do make a determination to grant or deny a
Disabled Veterans Exemption, they do not have the authority to determine if the
veteran is disabled or individually unemployable. Those determinations are made
by the Federal Department of Veterans Affairs.
e. Boards of Review granting the Small Business Taxpayer exemption when the
exemption was not denied by the assessor. Taxpayers who late filed must appear
at the March Board of Review in order to claim the exemption. The July and
December Boards cannot grant the exemption in a situation where the taxpayer
filed late and did not claim the exemption at the March Board of Review.
We do receive a number of questions regarding the PRE authorities and would offer the
following summary:
1. The March board of review does not have authority to review any PRE claims or
denials of PRE’s.
2. Only the owner, not the assessor, may file an appeal with the July or
December board of review in the year for which the exemption was claimed
or the immediately preceding 3 years.
3. The July and December board of review has the authority to review PRE claims
and deny PRE claims that have not previously been on the tax roll.
4. If the July or December board of review denies the claim for a PRE that was not
previously on the tax roll, the taxpayer may appeal that denial to the Department
of Treasury. The Michigan Tax Tribunal would also accept these appeals based
on their all-encompassing authority regarding property tax matters.
5. The March, July and December board of review may not deny an existing PRE.
Only the assessor, county treasurer if elected to audit PRE claims, and Michigan
Department of Treasury may deny an existing PRE.
6. The July and December board or review does not have the authority to review any
PRE denials issued by the assessor, county treasurer or Michigan Department of
Treasury.
6

It should be noted that even if the summer tax bills have not been issued, if a taxpayer
files a PRE affidavit after June 1st, it is not appropriate for the local unit to place the PRE
on the summer tax levy. There is no statutory authority for the assessor to give the
taxpayer a PRE for the summer tax levy if the affidavit claiming the exemption was filed
after June 1st.
Assessors should carefully review the Board of Review FAQ on the STC website to
ensure their Boards of Review are acting within their statutory authorities.

4. Changes to the PRE Statute
Public Act 133 of 2018 was signed into law on May 3, 2018. The Act amended the
General Property Tax Act to remove a requirement that a property must be unoccupied
in order for an individual who resides in a nursing home or assisted living facility to
continue to claim a principal residence exemption (PRE) on the property. It also allows
the exemption to continue for a situation in which the individual is residing in “any other
location,” as long as the individual is residing there solely for purposes of convalescence.
Convalescence is a state of recovering from a disease, operation, or injury. A
convalescent is a person in that state. A convalescent may choose to be cared for at
home or a relative’s home rather than in a nursing home or assisted living center. For
example, a person who has just had a stroke and who is recovering and rehabilitating at
a relative’s home is an example of a convalescent.
Public Act 633 of 2018 was signed into law on December 18, 2018. The Act amended
the General Property Tax Act to allow an owner of property who previously occupied and
claimed that property as a principal residence, but has vacated due to damage or
destruction by an accident, act of God, or act of another person without the owner’s
consent, may retain the exemption on that property for the tax year in which the damage
or destruction occurred and the immediately succeeding two tax years if the owner
manifests an intent to return. The intent to return is met by satisfying all of the following:
(1) The owner continues to own the property while absent due to the damage or
destruction; (2) The owner has not established a new principal residence; (3) The owner
provides for reconstruction of the principal residence for purposes of occupying the
reconstructed dwelling upon its completion; and The property is not occupied, leased, or
used for any business or commercial purpose.
David N Rentschler v Township of Melrose rejected the PRE Guidelines that a person
is not entitled to the PRE if the property is rented for 15 or more days in a given year. The
Court of Appeals held that the PRE Guidelines are not law and the federal income tax
provisions relied on have no bearing in regard to the PRE statute. As a result, whether or
not a person occupied a property as his or her fixed and permanent home is looked at on
a case-by-case basis and while the 15-day rule is not demonstrative, it doesn’t set a limit
but rather looks at the application of all the facts to the law. The burden of proof is on the
taxpayer for the PRE.
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More information can be found on the PRE website at www.michigan.gov/PRE.
Treasury staff is available to assist and answer questions regarding this Act or other PRErelated questions. The following are key contacts:
•
•

5.

PRE Unit Phone Number: (517) 335-7487
PRE Program E-mail Address: PRE@michigan.gov

Small Business Taxpayer Exemption Statutory Changes

On May 3, 2018 Governor Snyder signed in law P.A. 132 of 2018. This act made changes
to the Small Business Taxpayer Exemption (MCL 211.9o), specifically changing the filing
requirements to provide that eligible taxpayers do not have to annually file to receive the
exemption. Once granted, the assessor will then continue to exempt the personal property
until the taxpayer files a rescission indicating they no longer qualify for the
exemption. Assessors can implement an audit program to determine if taxpayers still
qualify for the exemption.
As a reminder, Public Acts 261-264 of 2017 were signed into law on December 28, 2017.
These Acts made several changes that affect both the Small Business Taxpayer
Exemption and the Eligible Manufacturing Personal Property Exemption (EMPP).
P.A. 261of 2017 changes the deadline for filing the Small Business Taxpayer Exemption
to February 20 and changed Form 5076 from an Affidavit to a Statement. This allows the
assessor to accept either a facsimile or electronic signature on Form 5076. Form 5076
has been updated to reflect these statutory changes.
P.A. 261-264 of 2017 also changed the statute to allow assessors to accept a postmark
by February 20 for Form 5278 to claim the EMPP exemption. Form 5278 and Form 632
(Personal Property Statement) have been updated to reflect these statutory changes.
P.A. 261-264 of 2017 changed the appeal procedure for both the Small Business
Taxpayer Exemption and the EMPP exemption. Taxpayers who miss the filing deadline
for either exemption may file a late application directly with the March Board of
Review. The March Board of Review should grant the exemption as long as the taxpayer
otherwise qualifies for the exemption. Both the Assessors Guide to the Small Business
Taxpayer Exemption and the Assessors Guide to EMPP and ESA have been updated to
reflect these statutory changes.
We also have noted through the AMAR review a significant number of assessors
approving Small Business Taxpayer Exemptions when the taxpayer has not fully
completed form 5076. Assessors should ensure the form is filled out in its entirety and
should work with taxpayers to ensure that form 5076 is completed filled out or the
exemption should not be granted.
The updated Guide to the Small Business Taxpayer Exemption and Assessors Guide to
EMPP and ESA are available online at www.michigan.gov/propertytaxexemptions.
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6. EMPP/ ESA Update
In Late September and early October, the ESA Section begins to send out Summary of
Changes letters for all taxpayers that have certified their ESA Statement and paid ESA
liability in full. Recognizing that manufacturers occasionally move personal property
between facilities located in different jurisdictions, a copy of this letter is sent to every
local unit in which a taxpayer has reported EMPP if a change on their ESA Statement has
been made to any parcel located in any local unit. This is done to assist each assessor
in identifying property that may have been moved in or out of their local unit. Assessors
are advised that even if their local unit is not listed on the Summary of Changes letter, it
may be prudent to note whether any changes made to a parcel reported in another local
unit may affect a parcel located in their local unit.
The ESA Section has received consent judgments for stipulated agreements between
EMPP claimants and the local units in which they have personal property. It is extremely
important that any stipulated agreement filed with the Michigan Tax Tribunal indicates
that the personal property reported on the parcel meets the definition of “eligible
manufacturing personal property,” identifies which eligible manufacturing personal
property qualifies for the exemption under MCL 211.9m and MCL 211.9n, and directs the
Department of Treasury to generate an ESA statement so that the taxpayer may pay ESA
on the exempt personal property. Assessors are advised to contact the ESA Section for
a list of previous dockets that contained the appropriate requirements.
At times, taxpayers attempt to add a parcel to their ESA Statement that was not previously
reported to the Department of Treasury. In these cases, the ESA Section will reach out
to the assessor to ask if a Combined Document (Form 5278) was filed for the parcel and,
if it was, request a copy of the Form. ESA Staff will also ask for a letter confirming that
the EMPP exemption was claimed properly and that the failure to transmit the information
to the Department of Treasury was not the fault of the taxpayer. These letters are not
used to incriminate an assessor who made a mistake, but rather to add to Treasury files
to document why a parcel was added to an ESA Statement after the statement was
generated in late April.

7. Important Court Cases/Decisions
While there have been a number of course case/decisions of note over the past year, we
wanted to discuss four that we find of significance to assessors.
In Calvin Theological Seminary v Grand Rapids (Case No. 343662) the Court of Appeals
upheld the Tribunal’s decision that Calvin was entitled to a charitable exemption under
MCL 211.7o. Calvin owns 11 off-campus student housing properties in Grand Rapids.
The Court of Appeals gave the following reasons for why Calvin could receive the
charitable exemption:
•

Calvin did not typically make a profit
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•
•
•
•
•

Calvin charges rent for the off-campus housing, but it is 20 – 25% below the market
rate
Calvin occupied the off-campus housing through its employees, both student
employees residing in the apartments and maintenance staff at the property
Calvin retained the right to access the apartments during the lease
The Articles of Incorporation indicate Calvin’s charitable purpose was to “educate
future ministers, grant graduate degrees, and to do all things necessary and
incident to or usually done by similar types of institutions”
The off-campus housing allows students to attend Calvin and such housing is
necessary for Calvin to fulfill its purposes

Dorsey School of Business, Inc v Saginaw Township and State Tax Commission (Case
No. 344414) was an appeal by a for-profit educational institution that filed a 154 Petition
to get a personal property exemption for prior years under MCL 211.9(1)(a). The State
Tax Commission dismissed the 154 Petition for lack of jurisdiction and the Tribunal and
Court of Appeals upheld that determination. The Court of Appeals stated that the State
Tax Commission does not have the authority to revisit previous tax years to reclassify
property as exempt that had previously been reported by the taxpayer on its personal
property statements as taxable. The Court of Appeals further said that MCL 211.154 only
allows the State Tax Commission to correct an “assessment value” that results in “an
assessment change.”
Another case involving a retroactive claim for exemption of the personal property of a forprofit educational institution under MCL 211.9(1)(a) was Ross Education LLC v Taylor
(Case No. 344516). Ross Education filed an appeal with the Tax Tribunal under MCL
211.53a claiming a mutual mistake of fact regarding its reporting of items on its personal
property statements as taxable that were exempt. The Tax Tribunal and Court of Appeals
found this was not a mutual mistake of fact under MCL 211.53a. If there was any mistake,
it was a mistake of law on the part of Ross Education, not a mistake of fact.
Puppy’s Cubby v Farmington Hills (Case No. 347757) was a transfer of ownership issue.
In 2017, Oleg and Elizabeth (husband and wife) transferred the property to Puppy’s
Cubby, an LLC owned solely by Oleg. The assessor uncapped the taxable value for 2018.
The Tribunal and Court of Appeals agreed that this was a transfer of ownership and the
uncapping was correct. The issue related to what is a “legal entity” under common control.
The Court of Appeals found, even if it was assumed that Oleg and Elizabeth were a legal
entity, the 2017 transfer was not between entities under common control. Oleg and
Elizabeth owned the property as tenants by the entirety, which a type of interest where
one spouse does not have an interest that is separate from the other. This means that
one spouse cannot dispose of property without agreement of the other spouse. Because
of this, Oleg did not have control over the property prior to the transfer, Oleg and Elizabeth
shared control. As a result, Oleg and Elizabeth both controlled the property before the
transfer and Oleg only controlled the LLC that owned the property after the transfer. This
means the transfer was not between entities under common control.
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Assessors are reminded that Supervising Preparation of the Assessment Roll requires
that they appear before the Michigan Tax Tribunal, for both Entire Tribunal and Small
Claims Division cases, to defend property tax appeals. Assessors should be timely
submitting Small Claims Answer forms, submitting supporting documentation (including
property record cards for the years under appeal) and appearing for the Small Claims
hearing. If an assessor is unable to appear in person, the assessor should be reviewing
the Notice of Hearing issued by the Tribunal and requesting a telephone hearing or the
hear on file option.
Also, it is important that if assessors are defending the local unit in any case (even special
assessments) they are prepared to explain and provide the necessary documentation.
The assessor may need to reach out to other local unit officials to obtain necessary
documentation regarding the special assessment that was adopted, as that
documentation is required to be submitted with the Small Claims Answer form.
Lastly, assessors are reminded that any change in contact information, including mailing
address, telephone number and email address, must be provided to the Tax Tribunal
directly. This ensures that the Tax Tribunal can properly send out the Notice of Docket
Number, Notice of Hearing and other documents related to an appeal.

8. Changes to STC Educational Programs
The State Tax Commission at their meeting on December 18, 2018 received and
reviewed an update on the certification and education programs. The STC approved to
make changes to the education programs effective immediately and all of these changes
were implemented for the 2019 year. Highlights of the changes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elimination of the MCAO Self-Study Program and the addition of another session
of the 6 month program to be offered outside of Lansing.
Require a one year waiting period between obtaining MCAO certification and
beginning any MAAO programs or classes. This will apply to any individual who
has not obtained MCAO certification as of January 1, 2019.
Require individuals interested in obtaining MAAO certification through the selfpaced option to take Principles of Appraising, Statistics, Basic Income, in that
order, prior to completion of the other classes.
Change the waiting period between MAAO and beginning the MMAO certification
program to one year.
Change the MMAO program to a complete one year program including all course
work and writing of the required appraisal report.
Move all STC exams to online exams.
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Part 2: Looking Forward into 2020
As we look forward into 2020 there are a number of key items for assessors to focus on:

1. CERTS
On October 15th, we launched the new online Certification Renewal System or CERTS.
This system will now be used by all assessors to update their contact information, keep
updated their assessor of record information, log all of your continuing education classes,
pay your renewal fee online or print your voucher and pay by mail and print your
certificate.
Key things to know about CERTS:
•
•

•
•

•

•

We are no longer mailing out renewal forms or certificates. Assessors are
responsible for paying online or from the online system printing the payment
voucher and mailing it in and then printing their own certificate.
Assessors are responsible for logging their own continuing education hours.
Instructions were sent to all assessors on how to log those hours into the system.
All logged classes must include documentation of attendance at that class.
Acceptable forms of documentation include a certificate of completion or a letter
from the sponsoring organization on their letter head certifying that you completed
that course.
All ConEd hours must be logged into the system by the renewal period deadline of
midnight on October 31st. Assessors will not be able to log hours after that date
and time and if hours are not logged you will no longer be certified.
Payments are made online through the secure CEPAS site or by printing your
voucher and mailing in your payment. Regardless of which method you use,
payments must be made by December 31st in order to avoid penalty and no
payment may be made after March 1.
Because of State of Michigan security requirements, the system cannot allow a
user to reset their own password. Therefore password reset requests must be
made by contacting CERTShelp@michigan.gov. Because of the number of
people using the system we do ask that you do what you can to ensure you can
recall your password and do not have to use the reset request function.
You will receive notifications within the CERTS system and occasionally emails
from the system to remind you to load your ConEd or make your payment or print
your certificate. Therefore it is important that you log into CERTS regularly to
ensure you are reading all system notifications.

2. AMAR Things to Focus On
Through our review of the Phase 2 AMARS completed to date, we have noted some
recurring issues in the reviews. These include: ECF’s and Land Value Determinations,
Exemptions, Small Business Taxpayer Exemption, Poverty Guidelines and waiving the
penalty for failure to file the Property Transfer Affidavit.
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•

ECF’s and Land Value Determinations: The Assessment Roll Analysis portion
of the AMAR review begins with examining the local unit’s Economic Condition
Factor studies and Land Value Determinations.
State Tax Commission
publications discussing these studies are available on the STC website.
It is not appropriate to declare that an ECF isn’t used because the assessor relied
on a recently published Assessor’s Manual, or because the improvements are
newly constructed. An ECF must be used regardless of the age of improvements
being valued.
When developing an ECF or Land Value Determination study, the first step is
clearly identifying which neighborhood or table is being analyzed and in which
class. The assessor should analyze each sale and properly calculate the factors
determined from each sale. The assessor should show that they’ve analyzed the
sales data and have not let the computer do the math with no analysis.
The assessor should clearly show a determination for the ECF used in each
neighborhood in each class. This determination should be shown at the end of the
analysis. Only this determination should appear in the database. There are
several places to enter factors into the computer system and assessors are
reminded that if a factor is used anywhere in the database, it should be defended
and identified within the studies.
The same can be said for Land Value Determinations. The extrapolated data from
each sale should be properly calculated and displayed. A final rate conclusion
should be shown and only that rate should appear in the database. In the rare
occasion that a land rate adjustment is needed on an individual parcel, the
assessor is to note a clear reason for the adjustment.
We are still seeing units adopt the County Equalization study as their own when
there are not enough sales within a unit. Assessors are reminded that this is not
appropriate and that when there are not enough sales to determine ECF or land
rates, the assessor is to gather sales data from outside of the unit to create a full
analysis. It is also not acceptable for the assessor to develop a concluded rate
and state that a different rate was used for the purposes of Equalization.
Communication with the Equalization Department is vital in this process.

•

Exemptions: As part of the Background Information portion of the AMAR review
the local unit is asked to provide written procedures, including audit procedures,
for determining how to grant real property exemptions or remove real property
exemptions when the property no longer qualifies for the exemption.
The Assessing office should develop and implement the process for granting each
exemption on the roll. These procedures include, but are not limited to, charitable
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exemptions, municipal exemptions, religious exemptions, poverty exemptions, and
veteran’s exemptions.
Bulletin 26 of 2017 discusses charitable exemptions. The guidance, however, is
not limited to only charitable exemptions. The following is an excerpt from that
bulletin:
“When granting the exemption, the State Tax Commission recommends that
assessors should begin with the development of a form to apply for the exemption
that provides all of the information necessary for the assessor to approve the
exemption, specifically to indicate that the taxpayer meets the requirements as
outlined in statute and as further defined by the Michigan Supreme Court. This
form should require attachments as necessary to support that an organization
meets the requirements for the exemption. A sample form is provided at the end
of this Bulletin.
Best practice includes setting up a file for each of the properties that are granted
the exemption and include the form and any documents submitted to support the
exemption. The record card for the property should also be included in this folder.
Assessors should annually review these exemptions to determine if any changes
have been made which would change the status of the exemption. Assessors can
request additional information from the organization to support the continued
exempt status.
If an assessor has evidence that the property no longer qualifies for the exemption,
they should remove the exemption, notify the taxpayer and provide them with
documentation of their appeal rights. The same is true in the absence of
supporting documentation from the taxpayer that the exemption should be
continued.”
The sample application should be adapted and modified to the needs for each local
unit for each exemption.
•

Small Business Taxpayer Exemption (MCL 211.9o): In 2019, P.A. 132 of 2018
took effect and created “the one and done” rule. This specifically changed the filing
requirements to provide that eligible taxpayers do not have to annually file to
receive the exemption. For 2020, if the owner qualified and received the
exemption for 2019, the assessor may continue to exempt the personal property
until the taxpayer files a rescission (Form 5618). It is important to remember that
P.A. 132 of 2018 also states “An owner who fails to file a rescission and whose
property is later discovered to be ineligible for the exemption is subject to
repayment of any additional taxes with interest at a rate of 1% per month or fraction
of a month and penalties computed for the date the taxes were last payable without
interest or penalty”.
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Form 5076 must be filled out in its’ entirety. Assessor’s should not accept an
incomplete Form 5076. If the form is incomplete, the Assessor is to return the form
to the owner with instructions to complete. If this is done after February 20th, the
owner must complete the form and appeal to the March Board of Review for the
exemption.
Any claims for the exemption that are postmarked and filed after February 20th
must be appealed to the March Board of Review by the property owner. It is not
appropriate for the assessor to grant the exemption on property that has been
applied for after February 20th. Assessors should not under any circumstances
present Form 5076 to the March Board of Review and ask them to approve the
exemption, this is in effect the assessor claiming the exemption on behalf of the
taxpayer.
It is also important to remember to date stamp the form when it is received. There
is now a space on the form for date stamping. Without date stamping the form, it
is not possible to know if proper procedures were followed.
Now that “the one and done rule” is in effect, Assessor’s must maintain proper
records that include the most recent claim for the exemption. If the value of the
property is believed to be close to the $80,000, Assessors should implement an
audit program to determine if taxpayers still qualify for the exemption.
•

Poverty Exemption Guidelines and Asset Test: MCL 211.7u requires local
units to annually adopt a policy, including an asset test, used to approve or deny
poverty exemptions. Statute requires that the income levels shall not be set lower
than the federal poverty guidelines updated annually by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services and published by the State Tax Commission in their
annual Procedural Changes Bulletin.
The local unit policy must include an asset test. The purpose of an asset test is to
determine the resources available: cash, fixed assets or other property that could
be converted to cash and used to pay property taxes in the year the poverty
exemption is filed. The local unit should require that claimants provide a list of all
assets when applying for a poverty exemption. The local unit is required to
determine a threshold or limit as part of the asset test. This threshold is an
independent determination made by each local unit in the state. Without the
threshold, the asset test is incomplete.
The State Tax Commission website provides a sample guideline resolution for the
poverty exemption. The sample, along with further information concerning the
poverty exemption, may also be found in Bulletin 6 of 2017. The local unit will
need to modify and adapt the sample with their specific determinations before
adopting the resolution as their own.

•

Property Transfer: Waive Penalty: The AMAR review will look at local units’
compliance with requirements under MCL 211.27b to levy the penalty and interest
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for failure to file the property transfer affidavit and if that penalty and interest is
waived, did the local unit pass the required resolution and is that kept on file at the
local unit. A sample resolution to waive penalties for non-filing of property transfer
affidavits is available on the State Tax Commission website. If a local unit
discovers that they do not have a resolution to waive penalties and they wish to do
so, they still must issue the penalty until the resolution is passed.

3. CAMA Standards
On February 13, 2018, the State Tax Commission (STC) approved the adoption of the
Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) Data Standards with immediate effect. Due
to various constraints, one of which was the rollout of the new Assessors Manual, CAMA
vendors were unable to immediately implement the new standards into their assessing
software. Therefore, the rollout was postponed allowing successful implementation of the
Assessors Manual.
On December 20, 2018, the STC formed an ad hoc CAMA Data Standards Committee
(Committee) whose purpose was to explore, review and recommend guidelines regarding
the best practices for the data standards to be utilized in Michigan. Of importance was
the necessity for increased uniformity in the usage of data standards, resulting in
equitable assessment of property statewide. After 6 months of Committee meetings and
input from various stakeholders, the STC approved the Committee’s recommendations
at their December 17, 2019 meeting.
Those recommendations included:
1. The adoption of new version of the State Tax Commission CAMA Data Standards
dated December 17, 2019;
2. Adoption of a phased rollout/implementation timeline of the State Tax Commission
CAMA Data Standards:
a. May 2020 – the required use of approved School District Codes and
Government Unit Codes,
b. May 2021 – the required use of approved Property Class Codes, Terms of
Sale, Instruments of Sale, Verifications of Sales, Taxable Statues Codes
and Exemption Codes;
3. Maintaining a STC CAMA Data Standards Committee consisting of representation
from the assessing, equalization and CAMA vendor community;
4. The Property Services Division staff to continue working with the Committee to
develop additional educational opportunities throughout implementation;
5. That the Committee conduct an annual review of the State Tax Commission CAMA
Data Standards, implementation, and the education plan, receiving input and
recommendation from that assessing and equalization community for changes or
enhancements that will ensure that the standards continue to provide best
practices that result in uniform and equitable assessment administration across
the state; and finally
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6. That the Committee report to the STC the results of the annual review with any
recommended changes to State Tax Commission CAMA Data Standards.
While the implementation of the Standards may cause some short-term work for
assessors to standardize databases, the benefits of standardization are undisputable.
Primary among the benefits will be easing the transition between new assessors in local
units, database sharing, and assembling full databases at the County Equalization and
the State level. An additional long-range benefit will be the ability to more easily conduct
regional studies and the ability to utilize GIS and other mapping tools with regional and
statewide data.
The State Tax Commission CAMA Data Standards are available on the STC’s website

4. Multiple Classifications on a Parcel
As assessors are aware property is classified according to its current use. The highest
and best use of the property has been, and continues to be, the standard upon which an
assessor values property but is not how its classification is determined. These are two
different and distinct issues; valuation does not drive the property’s classification.
A property cannot have more than one classification. MCL 211.34c (5) states that if the
total usage of a parcel includes more than one classification, the assessor shall determine
the classification that most significantly influences the total valuation of the parcel.
Frequently we see parcels that may have three uses: Agricultural, Residential and
Commercial. A parcel of land used for residential purposes also includes a use that is
agricultural and commercial in nature, will be classified by the use that has the greatest
influence on the value of the property. The following is a sample calculation:
Agricultural Value Calculation:
67 Tillable Acres at $980 per acre =
Equipment Shed
Total Agricultural Use

$65,660 True Cash Value
$10,186 True Cash Value
$75,846 True Cash Value

Commercial Value Calculation
Winery
Total Commercial Use

$125,000 True Cash Value
$125,000 True Cash Value

Residential Value Calculation:
House
$22,591 True Cash Value
Recreational Value (adds to residential value):
173 Acres at $980 per acre
$169,540 True Cash Value
Total Residential Use:
$192,131 True Cash Value
Therefore, the property in this example would be classified residential.
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5. Veterans Exemption Ownership Issues
The State Tax Commission is aware of the Michigan Tax Tribunal decision in a few cases
that ownership of the property by individuals other than the veteran and/or their spouse
is not a disqualifying factor. While the STC understands that is the position of the MTT,
the STC does not agree or support that determination.
The Commission has determined and expects that Boards of Review and assessors will
follow the decision that a homestead is generally defined as any dwelling with its land and
buildings where a family makes its home. A homestead within the meaning of the statute
is the primary residence of a Michigan resident or the primary residence of an unremarried
surviving spouse who is a Michigan resident. To be a homestead, the residence must be
owned by the veteran or unremarried surviving spouse and must be the place where the
veteran or the unremarried surviving spouse always intents to return. The claimant who
is required to file must have filed a Michigan income tax return claiming resident status
or, if he or she is a new resident who has not yet been required to file a Michigan income
tax return, he or she must intend to file a return claiming resident status.
Any trust that shares ownership of the home (provides that there are additional current
beneficiaries) other than the disabled veteran (and/or his or her spouse or unremarried
surviving spouse) would not be eligible for the exemption. The Act does not provide for a
partial exemption in the situation where the veteran or unremarried surviving spouse are
only a partial owner of a property.
The Act does not provide for a partial exemption in the situation where you are a partial
owner of a property. Ownership of the homestead by the disabled veteran with his or her
spouse, as tenants by the entireties, is not disqualifying, however.

6. Additional Education Changes for 2020
Because of the large number of changes made for the 2019 year, the STC approved just
a few changes for 2020.
•
•
•

Provide a retake option for the exams for individuals in any STC offered MAAO
Self-Paced classes. Currently if a student fails the exam, they have to repeat the
entire class to receive course credit.
While outside organizations may continue to offer the MAAO self-paced courses,
any individual who takes a MAAO course from an outside organization will not be
provided an exam retake opportunity.
Currently, any individual in the MAAO one-year program who does not successfully
complete all of the exams by the end of their retake opportunities have two options:
they can enroll in another one-year program or they can begin the self-paced
classes. If a student begins the self-paced classes, they do not receive credit for
any exams they have passed during the one-year program. Students who do not
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•

•
•

successfully complete the one-year program will receive self-paced credit for the
exams they have passed during the one-year program.
The STC changed the structure of the exams for the MAAO one year program.
Currently exams are not taken after each Chapter. For example students take the
exams for Chapters 3, 4 and 5 at one time after Chapter 5. That is 12 weeks after
they have finished Chapter 3. Exams will be moved to after each chapter for the
one-year program and we will move to one retake option rather than two to be
consistent with all other programs.
The MMAO Program will move to a single resubmission of the appraisal report
rather than two resubmissions.
Additionally in order to be consistent with other programs, there will be only one
exam retake opportunity for the MMAO Exams.

Part 3: A Look into the Future of Assessing
Any look forward into the future of assessing, has to focus on Property Assessing Reform
(P.A. 660 of 2018). In its simplest form, P.A. 660 provides a statutory framework to ensure
proper assessing in order to guarantee the highest quality assessments for taxpayers as
well as local units. The Act defines the requirements for a local unit to be determined to
be in substantial compliance with the General Property Tax Act, provides timetables for
audits as well as follow up audits and provides a process for bringing a local unit into
compliance if they remain non-compliant after a follow up review (also known as the
designated assessor).
The Act also mandates training for local unit Boards of Review and allows for local units
to combine Boards of Review for efficiency purposes and provides for a village located
within two assessing districts may request that the assessment of property be completed
within one of the districts. Information has been released on both of these issues and is
available on the STC website.
One of the most complex provisions within P.A. 660 is the Designated Assessor. What
is the Designated Assessor? The Designated Assessor is part of a process to ensure
that local units are in compliance with the statutory provisions of the AMAR. In other words
it is part of a process to make sure that local units are meeting minimum assessing
requirements.
The State Tax Commission at their meeting on December 17, 2019 adopted the following
process as a broad outline of how property assessing reform and the designated assessor
process will work.
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There are several important things to note from this process:
1. Key to the process is the determination of non-compliance. The STC adopted
policy specifies the items to determine non-compliance will be ECF’s, Land Values
and Overrides. If any of those items are marked as a “no” in the AMAR then the
local unit will be non-compliant. This determination is definitive, we will not parse
out what would be non-compliant. For example: if a unit fails to have a proper
industrial ECF study and analysis and all other classes of property have a
satisfactory study and analysis, a determination of non-compliance would still be
made.
2. After one failed follow up (meaning two failed reviews) the process provides three
options for the local unit. These options incorporate the assumption of jurisdiction
as well as the statutory requirements that include designated assessor and the
local unit ability to hire a new MAAO or MMAO assessor.
3. The process requires another follow up after the first failed follow up, regardless of
what option the local unit selects. If another failed follow up occurs then the local
unit will be required to move into the designated assessor process.
Who are the Designated Assessors? The statute provides the process for determining
who the Designated Assessors will be. Each County is required to enter into an interlocal
agreement that designates the individual who will serve as the County’s Designated
Assessor. That interlocal agreement must be approved by the County Board and a
majority of the assessing districts in the County. Once the interlocal agreement is
approved, it is sent to the State Tax Commission for final approval. The STC will
determine if the individual named as the Designated Assessor is capable of ensuring they
can achieve and maintain substantial compliance for any local unit that contracts with
them.
The Designated Assessor is not an automatic requirement for Countywide assessing or
for the County Equalization Director to take over assessor for local units. While the
County can certainly be named the Designated Assessor, it is not an automatic
designation, as the Designated Assessor is determined by the approved interlocal
agreement.
The Act contains a number of specific detailed provisions regarding the Designated
Assessor including how long they serve, what happens in the case of a Designated
Assessor that can no longer serve and appeal processes for local units regarding
substantial compliance. Those provisions will be discussed in much more detail in future
publications and in STC Bulletins, Guidelines and Rules.
What do local units and Assessors need to know now?
1. The majority of the provisions in the Act do not go into place until 2022.
2. The STC will be working to issue Bulletins, Guidelines, Definitions and Advice over
the next two years.
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3. Local units can begin to prepare now by ensuring they are meeting the
requirements in the current AMAR and if not, that they work to ensure corrections
are made to bring them into compliance.
4. The Designated Assessor provision does not mandate that all assessors be an
Advanced or Master Level and it does not mandate Countywide Assessing.
5. The provision to allow Boards of Review to combine went into effect with the 2019
year. The Cities or Townships that want to combine their Boards of Review must
be contiguous and must still consider the statutory provisions regarding size,
composition and manner of appointment of the Board of Review. A further
discussion of this requirement is available in an informational document on the
Property Assessing Reform link on the State Tax Commission’s website.
6. Updates on Property Assessing Reform will be published on the State Tax
Commission’s website at www.michigan.gov/statetaxcommission and a dedicated
email address has also been established for questions regarding Property
Assessing reform. Questions on Property Assessing Reform can be emailed to
AssessingReformQuestions@michigan.gov.
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City Manager Report
February 21, 2020
Neighborhood Enterprise Zone
In my February 11th report I advised you that the City had received a request to consider the creation of
a Neighborhood Enterprise Zone (NEZ) for the purpose of assisting in development. In doing some
research we have some question as to whether or not the proposed development meets the criteria.
We have had some discussions with the Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC) and
Greater Gratiot Development about NEZs. Greater Gratiot has agreed to host an informational seminar
on the topic at Greater Gratiot in the next couple weeks. This will give us an opportunity to become
better educated about the process prior to bringing it to the commission for full discussion.

Staff Exchange with Big Rapids
Recently I was contacted by Mark Gifford, City Manager of Big Rapids. We have made arrangements to
participate in a staff exchange day with their administrative staff in Big Rapids on June 26th. The idea is
for members of the admin team to meet as a large group first to discuss and discover things that we
have in common and things we do different, then we would all spend some time individually with our
counterparts for more detailed tours and discussions about individual departments. We would then all
reconvene later in the day to share what was learned. We would then welcome the Big Rapids staff to
Alma sometime in the fall. We look forward to the opportunity to spend some time networking and
talking with another community to see what can make us better here in Alma.

Parks
Please make note of the Parks Committee report for the commission meeting this week. There has been
discussion of the potential of the Gratiot County Wide Park millage being shared in some way with the
local municipal governments who have parks in their jurisdictions and need financing to make
improvements, at the next election. The discussion we had during the Leadership session on February
7th revolved around the County deciding what they need to maintain and operate their parks, and in
turn reduce the county wide millage accordingly and leave it up to each local municipality to request
from their voters, a millage to fund the improvements needed within their systems. The idea is allowing
each community to control what improvements they need, while still supporting the maintenance of the
county system. The Alma Parks Committee recommend the City Commission consider a resolution to
support reducing the county wide parks millage to cover what is needed to maintain and operate the
county parks, thus allowing each municipality to request at least the difference in the lower county wide
millage from their voters to be used to improve the park systems in their communities.

I would like to have a discussion to see what the full commission feels on the topic.

Transportation
Just to keep everyone updated, Transit Director Brett Baublitz and I have met with officials from Pine
River Township, Ithaca, and St. Louis a couple times over the past two weeks. We have presented them
with potential budget numbers and statistics for their use in making a decision on putting a
transportation millage on their individual ballots for the August election. Brett also provided them with
data from Clare, Gladwin, and Shiawassee counties for comparisons. We left the meeting with a good
understanding that all interested parties would be responsible for the same millage rate as the City of
Alma, and that the level of service would be consistent. We have scheduled a meeting for Friday
February 28th to answer any further questions.

Assessing Reform Presentation
Assessor Kathy Roslund will be conducting a presentation on property assessing reforms that will be
coming into effect in the coming months. Her presentation is your packet. I have also included a link to
a helpful document on the reforms that may be helpful to the commission:
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/treasury/1.__What_is_Property_Assessing_Reform_656364_7.pdf

Airport Study
As you know, last fall Gratiot County contracted with the firm of Mead and Hunt to conduct a study of
operations at the Gratiot Community Airport. I was informed last week that the study is coming to the
end and we should expect to hear from them sometime in March.

M. Schooley

Recent Law Changes
Assessing Reform
Assessing Department
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Property tax
assessment is
complex, and often
difficult to explain,
but it is vital to
residents, businesses,
and cities.
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Assessment Administration is one of the three broad statutory duties –
along with elections and tax collection – mandated to cities and
townships by state law
In late 2018, changes were
enacted to property tax
administration that all local
unit officials need to be aware
of.

P.A.. 660 of 2018 is
commonly referred to as
Property Assessing Reform.

The majority of the reforms
do not go into place until
2022.

P.A. 660 provides a statutory
framework to ensure proper
assessing in order to guarantee
the highest quality
assessments for taxpayers as
well as local units.

The Act also mandates
training for local unit Boards
of Review and allows for local
units to combine Boards of
Review for efficiency
purposes.

Local units can prepare now
and put in place processes and
procedures to ensure they are
meeting the requirements
once they “go live” in 2022.
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There are a number of reasons that local unit officials should
care about assessing.

Why
should
officials
care?

First and foremost, assessing matters because it affects the
public’s trust in government. If your city’s properties aren’t
assessed accurately, the obligation to pay taxes that support
schools and local services falls unfairly on some taxpayers while
allowing others to skirt their responsibilities.

Second, with the changes in P.A. 660, there are consequences if
your assessing deficiencies aren’t corrected.

Finally, missing and under-assessed properties put pressure on
policymakers to seek millage increases and other revenue
sources to maintain quality education and services.
4

Property Tax 101
City officials don’t need to know every
degree of the assessing process, but they
should have the basic understanding of the
process.
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The assessor’s four basic duties are:
• To inventory and list all property within the
assessment jurisdiction.

• To equitably evaluate every item of taxable property.
• To calculate the taxable value for every taxable
property.

• To prepare an assessment roll with all taxable
property listed in an orderly fashion by parcel
number or legal description.
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To
understand
a property
tax bill, you
should
understand
three
values:

True Cash Value
• Market price a property would likely receive if it
was sold

Assessed Value
• By law, the assessed value must be 50 percent of
the property’s true cash value after equalization

Taxable Value
• Number used to determine property taxes.
• It’s calculated using the previous year’s taxable
value and multiplying it by the inflation rate
multiplier or 5 percent, whichever is less, and
adding or subtracting for any losses or additions to
the property.
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Most homeowners who have owned their home for
several years have a taxable value that is lower than their
assessed value.

Property
Taxes 101

The only time a taxable value can increase beyond the
state limit is when the property is sold or transferred in
some way. Once this happens, the property is “uncapped,”
meaning the taxable value will be equal to the assessed
value in the first tax year after the transfer.
A property owner’s property tax bill is determined by
multiplying two factors – the local millage rate from all
taxing entities and the property’s taxable value. A mill is $1
for every $1,000 of taxable value, meaning that a
homeowner with a $100,000 taxable value and a millage
rate of 30 mills would pay $3,000 in property taxes.
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Calculating the taxable value requires eight steps to
be sure the taxable value is legal and correct:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Determine taxability
Identify the owner
Describe the property accurately
Determine the “situs” (location) of the property
Value the property
Determine assessed value (50% of true cash value)
Determine capped value (Proposal A)
Determine taxable value (Proposal A)
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All About the Audit of Minimal Assessing Requirements (AMAR)

* The AMAR review is conducted in every local unit once every five years.
* Tax Management Associates (TMA), which the state has contracted to conduct reviews, sends the units a list of
each item they’ll need for the AMAR.
* Tax Management Associates receives a copy of the local unit’s assessment database to analyze that information.
* Once the database analysis is complete, TMA schedules a time to meet with the assessor(s) in person.
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AMAR Questions – statistical information
•
•
•

What is the residential Coefficient of Dispersion for the local unit?
What is the Residential Price Related Differential for the local unit?
Does the L-4022 in possession of the local unit match the L-4022 in possession of the County Equalization Director and the
information uploaded on the L-4023 on the E-File Site?

•

Was Form 4142 completed and submitted to Treasurer by a County, City, or Township when the State’s portion of PRE denial
interest is remitted?

•

Does the local unit have written procedures, including audit procedures, for determining how to grant real property exemptions or
remove real property exemptions when the property no longer qualifies for the exemption?

•
•
•
•

Does the local unit have land value maps? (No longer required as of 2019)
Does the local unit have properly calculated and documented economic condition factors?
Does the local unit have properly calculated and documented land values?
Does the true cash value on the roll agree with the true cash value on the record cards?
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AMAR Questions – local unit policies & procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does the local unit conduct an annual personal property canvass?

•

Does the local unit follow the requirements under 211.27b to levy interest and penalty for failure to file a Property Transfer
Affidavit? If waived, did the local unit pass a resolution?

Did the local unit grant any exemptions under MCL 211.9o (Small Business Taxpayer Exemption)?
Did the local unit grant any exemptions under MCL 211.7u (poverty exemptions)?
Does the local unit have poverty exemption guidelines?
Does the local unit have an asset test?
Does a sampling of the exemptions granted indicate the statutory requirements were met and the guidelines followed?
Does a sample of the July and December Board of Review actions indicate the Board met the requirements of MCL
211.53b?
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What should board members do?
•
•

Officials must first make sure that their city employs an assessor who is certified at the proper level for their unit.

•

Some assessors work for multiple cities and townships. While this is common practice, especially in rural townships, board
members should monitor how many units their assessors are assessing.

•

Even if the assessors are within the state’s limits for units they can assess, Boards need to ensure you are receiving the
highest quality work from your assessor. Quality, thorough work must be the priority in hiring an assessor, not the price.

•

Once the assessor is employed, boards should make sure the department has all the tools and funding necessary. A city
must budget for continuing education and resources to meet all state requirements, as well as a salary high enough to keep
a quality assessor.

•

Boards should set annual benchmarks with their assessors and make sure they’re being met. Boards should ask questions,
such as whether the assessor visited 20 percent of the city’s properties this year or if the assessment roll was certified on
time?

Assessors must be certified through the STC and can achieve three levels: Michigan Certified Assessing Officer, Michigan
Advanced Assessing Officer, and Michigan Master Assessing Officer.
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Take action today
• Property assessment is a core responsibility for Michigan cities and

townships, and all cities and townships must focus on excellence in this area.

• Make this important function a priority, commit to learning all you can about
the process and take steps to help your assessor succeed.

• Ensuring that your local assessing is done accurately and fairly can reap

benefits to your city’s bottom line – and its reputation with its residents.
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WARRANT TO THE TREASURER

WARRANT NO. 20-16

FEBRUARY 25, 2020

CITY OF ALMA

The attached claims have been allowed by the City Commission and you are hereby authorized
to release payment for each of the claims as covered by the checks listed.
Internal service fund transfers for the period February 7, 2020, through February 20, 2020 are:

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES FUND/ACCOUNTING:

$

0.00

WATER USAGE CHARGE:

$

0.00

ENGINEERING SERVICES:

$

0.00

PUBLIC WORKS MAINTENANCE FUND:

$

0.00

EQUIPMENT RENTAL CHARGES:

$

0.00

GARAGE SERVICES

$

0.00

Payroll of February 20, 2020 totaling $ 210,821.65in gross wages and in employer taxes
and benefit costs.

SIGNED: ___________________________________________
Sara Anderson, City Clerk
COUNTERSIGNED: _________________________________
Matthew Schooley, City Manager

02/20/2020 11:54

User:

INVOICE REGISTER FOR CITY OF ALMA
EXP CHECK RUN DATES OI/OI/2OIB - 03/LT/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
OPEN AND PARTIALLY PA]D _ CHECK TYPE: PAPER CHECK

AM

TEEfSS

DB: Alma

Amount

Vendor

21st Century Media
A-l- Truck Parts, Inc.
Advance Auto Parts

I , 098 .92
241 .86
324.53

ADVANCE AUTO PARTS

Al-ma

't.06

Bolt & Supply

221 .25

Alma Hardware
Al-ma Tire, Inc

230.03
671.81
574.35
20,590.18

Amazon. com
ASAP Sales & Service
AXON ENTERPRISE, INC

1,,7 68 . 45

Baker & Taylor

Distributors

Cascade Subscriptj-on Service
CHROUCH COMMUNICATIONS
C]TY OE ALMA

Consumers Energy
DBI Office PIus

Detroit Saft Co. LC
Dickinson, Wright, Moon,
Etna Supply Company
Family Earm & Home

Forestry Suppliers, Inc
Fortino, Plaxton & Costanzo
Gawne Trucking, Inc
Gilbert Sales & Service lnc
GOVERNMENT BUS]NESS SYSTEMS

Gratiot Co Register of

Deeds

HANNAH POST

Helman Packlng Co.

I. T. Right
Kamlyn Paksi

Kiesler's Police SuPPlY, Inc
LASER-CONNECT ION

Lerma, Inc
Lorrle J Taylor
McMaster-Carr SuPPIY Co.
Medler Efectric Co.
Michlgan Co.

Mi-chigan Efection Resources

Michigan State Firemen's Assoc
Michigan Technological Univ
MIDWEST TAPE

Neopost, Inc
Northern Mi-chj-gan Law Enforcem
OHM

O'ReiIly Auto Parts
Padnos Central Michigan
Paragon Laboratorles, Inc
Pauf Lux
PC Trans

Pro

Comm

Inc.

.22
319.98
399.00
90.00
296.32
173.82
70.31
1.1.6

BROOKE SIEFKA

CAM

I / Dage:

13,078.63
144.00
155.00
26 .66
109.58

1,512.00
.00
s0.00
46 .11
30.00
132.83
139.48

25 , 128

1,335.45
140.00
1,610.92
168.13
60.00
306.38
21.81
.91
373.48
95 .49
550.00
30.00

26'7

t]0.69
3s.60
l-25.00
1,6'72.50
265.08
68.70
328.00
41 5 .32
l_, 500. 00
402 .00

02/20/2020 11:54

AM

USeT: TFEISS

DB: Alma

INVOICE REGISTER FOR CITY OE ALMA
EXP CHECK RUN DATES OI/07/2OLB _ 03/77/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED
OPEN AND PARTIALLY PAID - CHECK TYPE: PAPER CHECK

/ Daqe:

Amount

Vendor

Safety Kl-een Corp.
Scotfand OiI Co.

180.00
15L.44
4l .45
43.98
13.48
326.82
330.00
600.00
45.05
25.00
87.50
382.82
1, 621.98

SELF SERVE LUMBER

Sherwin Williams
Spectrum

Staples, Inc
State Of Michigan
SIATE OE MICHIGAN

The Design
The Sewing
T]MAC

2

Co
Room

AGRO

Unifirst

Corp

Unique Paving Materials Corp
USA BLUE

225 .14

BOOK

VISA

441 .72

WEST SHORE EIRE

598."72

Woodl-ands

15.00

Library Cooperative
Total:

82,970.9b

